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ABSTRACT 

 This dissertation engages with scholarship in musical semiotics and hermeneutics to offer 

insight into the aesthetics of hard bop (c. 1954–65), a jazz genre often characterized as a return to 

jazz’s roots.  By synthesizing the semiotic perspectives of Raymond Monelle, Danuta Mirka, and 

Stephen Rumph on the notion of musical topics (style references), I posit a generalized model of 

topical signification that is sound regardless of stylistic context. From this theoretical stance, I 

infer three categories of topics in hard bop: vernacular topics, nostalgic topics, and exotic topics. 

This study culminates with a reading of the 1963 Jazz Messengers recording of Wayne Shorter’s 

“One by One” (Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland) that questions the narrative 

temptations that topics may elicit. This reading draws on Lawrence Kramer’s notion of 

“narrativity”—a meaningful teleological impulse (e.g., a power struggle)—but does not espouse 

any master narrative or plot. Instead, my eclectic interpretation draws on the philosophical and 

psychoanalytic writings of Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, and Slavoj Žižek to establish a network 

of associative meanings.
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CHAPTER ONE 

  

 

OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

AND RELEVANT ANALYTICAL LITERATURE 

 

 
1.1: Purpose and Scope of the Dissertation 

The purpose of this dissertation is to expand upon hermeneutic methodologies, largely from 

1990–present, as tools for analyzing jazz. My focus is on the hard-bop movement (c. 1954–65), 

often essentialized as a “return to the roots”1 whose “ultimate victory”—as Ingrid Monson puts 

it—was the “blackening of modernist aesthetics, which would ultimately serve as a standard 

against which any player of jazz would be evaluated.”2 This perspective on hard bop’s unique 

status within musical modernism, along with the fact that hard bop was contemporaneous with the 

Black Civil Rights movement, are largely the motivating factors for my interest in hermeneutically 

exploring this repertory. I draw upon concepts from the study of European tonal music—

particularly topic theory—but do so in an effort to highlight the more broadly applicable notions 

that topic theory offers. It is my intention to bring both of these traditions (that is, hard-bop music 

and topic theory) to bear upon each other, and thus to highlight a broader perspective on musical 

hermeneutics that is not restricted to any particular repertory or analytical methodology. 

Topic theory—as I generalize the concept in Chapter Two—addresses the “symbolism of 

style icons,” or the generalized cultural meanings imbued in the imitation of musical styles and 

genres. I provide a provisional “neighborhood” of topics that are common in the repertory—which 

are classified as “vernacular topics,” “nostalgic topics,” and “exotic topics” (Chapter Three). 

                                                
1 Leroi Jones (Amiri Baraka), Blues People: Negro Music in White America (New York: Perennial Library, 

1963), 216. 
2 Ingrid Monson, Freedom Sounds: Civil Rights Call out to Jazz and Africa (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2007), 71. 
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Though previous studies of topics in jazz appear in Horace Maxile’s 2009 article “Churchy Blues, 

Bluesy Church: Vernacular Tropes, Expression, and Structure in Charles Mingus’s 

‘Ecclusiastics’” and Garrett Michaelsen’s 2013 essay “Groove Topics in Improvised Jazz,” my 

dissertation is the first source to attempt at a typology of topics of a specific sub-genre and time 

period of jazz.3 To better facilitate the understanding of the topics that I infer in the music of the 

hard-bop era, I present a “global perspective” on topical signification that may be applied to other 

repertories which may be enriched by topical inquiry but do not exhibit the “classic” topics that 

really only apply to music following in European traditions. 

Chapter Four is an exploration of the hermeneutic potential of hard bop’s topics in a reading 

of Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers’ 1963 recording of “One by One”—composed by saxophonist 

Wayne Shorter and appearing as the opening track on the live album Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz 

Messengers at Birdland. Just as Chapter Two addresses some larger questions regarding topic 

theory, Chapter Four also addresses larger questions of the processes inherent in musical 

hermeneutics. I return to criticisms from Carolyn Abbate, Jean-Jacques Nattiez, and Lawrence 

Kramer regarding musical narratology and offer an interpretation of the musical hermeneutic 

process using concepts from Jacques Lacan and Slavoj Žižek (as applied by Michael Klein) and 

the collaborative work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari.4 In short, I frame the musical 

hermeneutic act as an act of “capture”—in which the analyst organizes “the space over which it 

                                                
3 Horace Maxile, “Churchy Blues, Bluesy Church: Vernacular Tropes, Expression, and Structure in Charles 

Mingus’s ‘Ecclusiastics,’” Annual Review of Jazz Studies 14 (2009): 65–81; Garrett Michaelsen, “Groove Topics in 

Improvised Jazz,” in Analyzing the Music of Living Composers (and Others), ed. Jack Boss, Brad Osborn, Tim S. 

Pack, and Stephen Rodgers (New Castle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013), 176–190; Leonard Ratner, Classic 

Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: G. Schirmer, 1980). 
4 Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XVII: The Other Side of Psychoanalysis, trans. 

Russell Grigg (New York: Norton, 2007); Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology (London: Verso, 1989); 

Michael Klein, “Ironic Narrative, Ironic Reading,” Journal of Music Theory 53/1 (2009): 95–136; Gilles Deleuze 

and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1987). 
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reigns” by partitioning musical movement into hierarchical spaces.5 I argue that this process 

ultimately relies on the interpreter’s “master signifiers”—or “sign[s] that organize [one’s] 

interpretation of a text” and “[define] its readability”—which may force one’s attention towards 

particular features or even a presupposed meaning for a musical work.6 My reading relies on the 

notion of musical narrativity (Kramer), but not an actual narrative, to frame the meaning of “One 

by One” as part of an ongoing process rather than a token of a particular type. I emphasize the 

ways that “One by One” is structured by the recurrence of the blues topic, whose meaning is 

continuously recontextualized. 

In Chapter Five, I point to further directions for the expansion of topic theory and offer 

hermeneutic commentary on Charles Mingus’s “Haitian Fight Song” (1957) that highlights the 

paradoxical coexistence of equally plausible meanings (e.g., liberation and enslavement). I explain 

this through Žižek’s reading of The Sound of Music as simultaneously a rejection of Nazism (in its 

narrative) and a token of Nazi propaganda (in its manner of conveying its narrative with identical 

ideological oppositions as Nazi propaganda).7 This reading does not only engage with the topics 

discussed in Chapter Three; it also recalls the “military” topic with icons of modern warfare absent 

in the traditional military topic as introduced by Leonard Ratner and elaborated by Raymond 

Monelle.  

1.2: Review of Relevant Analytical Literature on Jazz 

 The following section provides an overview of the various approaches to jazz analysis and 

criticism that have been published in the last three decades. I begin with the more structurally 

focused work of Steven Strunk, Steve Larson, Henry Martin, and Keith Waters—drawing attention 

                                                
5 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 385. 
6 Klein, “Ironic Narrative,” 99; Lacan, The Seminar, Book XVII, 189. 
7 Slavoj Žižek, The Reality of the Virtual, directed by Ben Wright, London: 2004. 
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to each author’s apparent theoretical stance. I then look to the writing of Ingrid Monson and Robert 

Walser, who questions many of the assumptions that come along with a structural account of 

improvised jazz. Lastly, I discuss texts by Horace Maxile, Jr. and Garrett Michaelsen that examine 

jazz recordings in terms of topic theory. 

1.2.1: Steven Strunk – “Bebop Melodic Lines: Tonal Characteristics” (1985) 

Steven Strunk’s 1985 article “Bebop Melodic Lines: Tonal Characteristics” offers a 

compendium of chord voicings, progressions and melodic schemata for the bebop repertory with 

a systematic explanation of embedded tonal principles.  The article is centered around the concept 

of “tensions,” which are essentially chordal extensions. Strunk ultimately aims for a Schenkerian 

reading of the music, which is demonstrated in Charlie Parker’s “Donna Lee,” which leads him to 

define “tensions” as “pitch[es] related to a structurally superior pitch (usually a chord tone) by 

step, such that the tension represents and substitutes for the structurally superior pitch, called its 

resolution, in the register in which it occurs.”8  He goes on to say that the concept is “broader than 

that of suspension, appoggiatura, passing tone, or neighbor tone, as there is no requirement of 

manner of approach, manner of leaving, or rhythmic position in is definition.”9 Though a jazz 

musician may describe these elements as chordal extensions (Strunk quotes Charlie Parker in the 

text), this interpretation is much less compatible with the Schenkerian perspective that he brings 

to the analysis, which does not consider essential dissonances beyond the seventh. 

With this central concept, Strunk exhausts possibilities for “tension” chords built in thirds 

and the more-idiomatic bop voicings built in fourths, categorized by tonal function. He shows how 

common voicings may be seen as deviations from these paradigmatic voicings with shifts in 

                                                
8 Steven Strunk, “Bebop Melodic Lines: Tonal Characteristics,” Annual Review of Jazz Studies 3 (1985): 

98. 
9 Ibid. 
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register as well as voicings that seem to reflect polychordal organization. Melodic lines are 

characterized as generally outlining chords from the model built in thirds, unlike piano voicings 

that seem to conform more to the model built in fourths. Citing observations by André Hodier, 

Strunk remarks that the stratification of melodic voice leading with their underlying chord changes 

can also suggest polychordal organization that is saturated in tensions. Similarly, Strunk remarks 

that the “resolution” of a tension may be yet another tension because the change of harmony and 

stepwise melodic descent do not coincide. The article culminates in a Schenkerian reading of the 

head to Charlie Parker’s “Donna Lee” and short excerpts that explicate motivic coherence in bebop 

melodies.  

 Much of the tonal jazz analytical scholarship that follows “Bebop Melodic Lines” is rooted 

in the concepts that Strunk presents here. Steve Larson and Henry Martin, for instance, take 

oppositional perspectives on the structural importance of tensions. Like Strunk, Larson sees 

tensions as dissonant substitutions for more structurally important tones and is unbothered by the 

traditional Urlinien in his Schenkerian readings of modern jazz. Unlike Strunk, Martin prefers not 

to subordinate tensions to implied tones and instead offers alternative Urlinien that do not rely on 

a tension’s implied resolution. I find Strunk’s readings of tension resolution and polychordal voice 

leading to be somewhat problematic for reasons similar to those voiced by Henry Martin (see 

below). I see this as complicating an issue that may be better understood in terms of the melodic-

harmonic “divorce” discussed by David Temperley and Drew Nobile. 

1.2.2: Steve Larson – “Schenkerian Analysis of Modern Jazz” (1998) 

 Steve Larson’s 1987 dissertation takes a very “orthodox” approach to the application of 

Schenkerian theory to tonal jazz. Though the original dissertation was eventually published in its 

entirety as Analyzing Jazz: A Schenkerian Approach in 2009, the central theoretical points were 
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published as “Schenkerian Analysis of Modern Jazz: Questions about Method” in Music Theory 

Spectrum 20/2 (1998).  In this article, Larson reiterates points from Strunk regarding the functional 

interpretation of chordal extensions as substitutions for stable structural tones and provides 

convincing idiomatic examples in support of his perspective, particularly the voice leading of 

chordal extensions in traditional harmonic paradigms.  Larson admits that there are limitations to 

the applicability of Schenkerian theory in the context of modern jazz, citing features such as 

“parallel motion in perfect fifths and octaves; parallel motion in dissonant intervals; dissonances 

added to final tonic sonorities; dissonances that do not resolve until or after a change of harmony; 

dissonances that are resolved by dissonances; dissonances and their resolutions sounding in the 

same register; uses of dissonances and even ‘polychords’ in ways that seem to function more to 

add color than to expand voice-leading content; and pieces that begin and end in different keys.”10  

He goes on to mention that these “anomalies” coalesce in the compositions and improvisations of 

Thelonious Monk—who Larson refers to as “unusual” and possibly not even a player who should 

be considered aligned with “modern jazz.”11 

Larson’s approach is certainly impressive in its technical rigor and mastery of Schenkerian 

concepts (especially outside of their native context), but his comment on Thelonious Monk is a 

questionable claim that may be attributed to Larson’s over-adherence to Schenkerian ideology. 

Monk was, of course, one of the original personalities involved in the widely known late-night jam 

sessions at Minton’s Playhouse that are typically seen as the birthplace of modern jazz.12 I could 

follow Larson suggesting that Schenkerian analysis may be broadly applicable to modern jazz with 

                                                
10 Steve Larson, “Schenkerian Analysis of Modern Jazz: Questions about Method,” Music Theory Spectrum 

20/2 (1998): 217. 
11 Ibid., 218. 
12 Scott DeVeaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1997), 1. 
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Monk presenting unique problems, but he strangely isolates Monk from modern jazz apparently 

based on the failure of Schenkerian analysis to produce convincing sketches of his music. Monk’s 

music is quite eccentric and unmistakable, but this contributes to his generally recognized status 

as one of the fathers of modern jazz. 

1.2.3: Henry Martin – “Schenker and the Tonal Jazz Repertory” (2011) 

 Henry Martin’s 1996 book Charlie Parker and Thematic Improvisation provides a 

Schenkerian perspective on solos of the bebop icon and is written in a manner to be accessible to 

those who are not versed in Schenker’s theories.13  Martin’s major motivation in this book is to 

counteract the perspective that bebop improvisation is largely the concatenation of formulaic licks 

by showing deeper thematic and motivic motivations in the music. I read Martin’s approach to 

Parker’s work as an act of academic legitimizing, even though it is ostensibly trying to 

deemphasize the formulaic practices that are acknowledged in any academically “legitimate” 

musical practice (e.g., Western Art Music). While in Thematic Improvisation Martin adheres 

largely to the traditional background structures from Schenker’s theories, his 2011 review of 

Larson’s Analyzing Jazz: A Schenkerian Approach and 2011 article “Schenker and the Tonal Jazz 

Repertory” call for an abandonment of certain fundamental Schenkerian principles such as the 

descending Urlinien.14 “Schenker and the Tonal Jazz Repertory” offers a new vocabulary of 

interrupted and uninterrupted fundamental structures that he claims are more appropriate for jazz 

repertory than the traditional 3-line, 5-line, and 8-line.   

                                                
13 Henry Martin, Charlie Parker and Thematic Improvisation (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 1996). 
14 Steve Larson, Analyzing Jazz: A Schenkerian Approach (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2009); Henry 

Martin, “More Than Just Guide Tones: Steve Larson’s Analyzing Jazz—A Schenkerian Approach,” Journal of Jazz 

Studies 7/1 (2011): 121–144; Henry Martin, “Schenker and the Tonal Jazz Repertory,” Tijdschrift voor 

Muziektheorie 16/1 (2011): 16. 
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Martin is certainly not the first to propose alterations to Schenker’s original Ursatzen. 

Previous additions to Schenker’s fundamental structures have been posited by David Neumeyer 

such as the three-part Ursatz and the ascending Urlinie, but Martin’s new Urlinien stray much 

further in that they are classified by contour strategy (e.g., descending line, ascending line, 

neighbor motion) rather than an explicit sequence of scale degrees.15 Though breaking with 

tradition, the way that Martin outlines his guidelines for the formulation of new jazz Urlinien 

largely suggests patterns that might appear in traditional Schenkerian sketches, but as fragments 

of middleground structures rather than background schemata. These include: “diatonic, scalar 

descents to 1 from triadic notes (Schenkerian)”; “diatonic, scalar ascents to 1”; and “diatonic 

neighbor or double-neighbor motions to 1.”16 However, the Urlinien that contain chordal 

extensions (some of which are “tensions”) as structural tones depart from Schenkerian theory far 

more drastically, such as “diatonic, scalar descents to 1 from non-triadic diatonic tones” and 

“arpeggiated or partially arpeggiated descents to 1.”17 Among Martin’s peculiar new Ursatzen to 

emerge from these rather exhaustive and all-embracing criteria include: a “1-2-1” neighbor 

Urlinien supported by a Bassbrechung of “I-V7-I” (“Moten Swing”) and a “6-6-1” Urlinien 

supported by “Iadd6-V9-I” (“Opus One”).18 Despite the fact that he clearly delineates constraints for 

the generation of new Urlinien, they essentially exhaust every possible scalar formation to coincide 

with the basic Bassbrechung.  

                                                
15 See David Neumeyer, “The Ascending Urlinie,” Journal of Music Theory 31/2 (1987): 275–303; David 

Neumeyer, “The Three-Part Ursatz,” In Theory Only 10/1–2 (1987): 3–29; David Neumeyer, “Thematic Reading, 

Proto-Backgrounds, and Registral Transformations,” Music Theory Spectrum 31/2 (2009): 284–324; and Allen 

Forte, The American Popular Ballad of the Golden Era, 1924–1950 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 

48. 
16 Martin, “Schenker and Tonal Jazz,” 16. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., 6–9. 
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 Martin’s review of Larson and “Schenker and the Tonal Jazz Repertory” sparked a small 

controversy in Music Theory Online (the 2012 issue commemorating Larson’s untimely death), in 

which Mark McFarland and David Heyer offer responses to Martin’s polemics.19  The argument 

between orthodox and unorthodox approaches to the Schenkerian analysis of jazz is largely a 

debate of “clarity of tonal structure” vs. “salience of structural tones,” respectively.  Martin feels 

that the fundamental structure should represent the most salient notes at structurally important 

harmonic events (i.e., the initiating tonic, structural dominant, and terminal tonic), while Larson, 

McFarland, and Heyer maintain the understanding that Schenkerian analysis is not concerned 

primarily with salience as much as it is with deeper tonal organization.  Martin’s Urlinien are 

essentially fashioned for individual pieces to avoid implied tones in his interpretation of their 

melodic and tonal structures. To me, the conclusion to be drawn from these disputes is that when 

applying Schenkerian principles to modern jazz, one must choose between possibly obfuscating 

the music’s stylistic norms or fundamentally altering Schenker’s theories to the point that only a 

few convenient aspects are maintained. The question that Heyer and McFarland seem to imply 

(which I will state explicitly) is: “Why employ Schenkerian theory in the analytical investigation 

of jazz if only the most convenient aspects of the theory are adhered to?” After all, jazz has both 

African and European roots, and the former is completely whitewashed by analytical methodology 

that—by very definition—can only account for jazz’s European aspects.20 

 

                                                
19 Mark McFarland, “Schenker and the Tonal Jazz Repertory: A Response to Martin,” Music Theory Online 

18/3 (2012); David Heyer, “Applying Schenkerian Theory to Mainstream Jazz: Justification for an Orthodox 

Approach,” Music Theory Online 18/3 (2012). 
20 See Samuel Floyd, Jr., “The African Roots of Jazz,” in The Oxford Companion to Jazz, ed. Bill Kirchner 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 7–16; and William Youngren, “The European Roots of Jazz,” in The 

Oxford Companion to Jazz, ed. Bill Kirchner (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 17–28.  
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1.2.4: Keith Waters – “Modes, Scales, Functional Harmony” (2005) 

 Keith Waters’s article “Modes, Scales, Functional Harmony, and Nonfunctional Harmony 

in the Compositions of Herbie Hancock” in Journal of Music Theory 49/2 (2005) takes a much 

more agnostic stance towards the analysis of jazz structures. The article addresses three general 

questions regarding examples from Herbie Hancock’s post-bop compositions of the 1960s: “(1) 

How is compositional structure created when harmonic function is weakened or absent? (2) How 

did Hancock further extend the modal innovations pioneered by Miles Davis and others? (3) In 

what ways was Hancock able to merge functional harmonic procedures with modal harmonic 

procedures?”21 His approach ultimately treats Hancock’s output from this time as an amalgamation 

of several structural principles, namely fragments of functional chord progressions (such as local 

“ii7-V7-I7” progressions), structures based on interval cycles, and modal transformations between 

rotations of the diatonic and “acoustic collections.”22 In Hancock’s “Jessica,” for example, Waters 

observes the ic5 cycle in the harmonic voice-leading framework of the tune. Unlike a trivial ic5 

cycle that results from the root motion of a paradigmatic descending-fifths sequence, the imbedded 

interval cycles within the melodic voice leading of “Jessica” feature much more adventurous 

harmonic accompaniment based on fragmented ic5 cycles. By viewing the musical surface in terms 

of pitch-class relationships, Waters has the appropriate tools to unpack the tune as synthesizing 

progressive modal procedures with traditional harmonic progressions.23 

                                                
21 Keith Waters, “Modes, Scales, Functional Harmony, and Nonfunctional Harmony in the Compositions of 

Herbie Hancock,” Journal of Music Theory 49/2 (2005): 333–34. 
22 The “acoustic” collection is the rotation of the ascending melodic-minor scale that starts on scale-degree 

4; this can also be thought of as the “Lydian-Mixolydian” collection that differs from the major scale in its raised 

scale-degree 4 and lowered scale-degree 7. The “acoustic” label acknowledges the fuzzy similarity between this 

collection and the eighth through sixteenth harmonics of the harmonic series. 
23 Ibid., 337–338. 
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 While Waters largely blends the structural perspectives to elucidate Hancock’s unique 

harmonic style, he offers a concrete theoretical apparatus for measuring the “distance” between 

rotations of the diatonic and acoustic collections. This theoretical model is used to measure 

distance between adjacent chords, which can each be attributed to either the diatonic or acoustic 

collections. Chords that can be derived from the same collection (i.e., Dmin7 and Amin7) exhibit 

a modal distance of 0. The distance properties between chords attributed to collections are 

summarized below. The subscript x refers to the pitch-class integer of the source Ionian collection; 

for example, D5 refers to the chords that may be derived from the F-major scale (Fmaj7, Gmin7, 

Amin7, B maj7, C7, Dmin7, Emin7 5) and A8 refers to the chords that may be derived from 

the A acoustic collection (A 7, B 7, Cmin7 5, Dmin7 5, E min(maj7), Fmin7, 

G maj7♯5). Based on the properties listed below, the relationship between any chord from the F-

major scale and any chord of the A  acoustic collection has a distance value of 3. 

 For all Dx, all D(x±5) have a distance value of 1 

 For all Dx, all A(x±5) have a distance value of 1 (mod 12) 

 For any Dx, all D(x±2) have a distance value of 2 

For any Dx, all A(x±2) and all Ax have a distance value of 2 

For any Ax, all A(x±2) have a distance value of 2 (mod 12) 

For any Dx, all D(x±3) have a distance value of 3 

For any Dx, all A(x±3) have a distance value of 3 

For any Ax, all A(x±3,4,5,6) have a distance value of 3 (mod 12) 

For any Dx, all A(x±4) have a distance value of 4 

For any Dx, all A(x±1) and all A(x±4) have a distance value of 4 (mod 12) 

For any Dx, all D(x±1) and all D(x±6) have a distance value of 5 

For any Dx, all A(x±6) have a distance value of 5 

For any Ax, all A(x±1) have a distance value of 5 (mod 12)24 

What I find appealing about Waters’s approach in this article is that he does not seek to show how 

Herbie Hancock’s compositional style exhibits pitch organicism a la Western tonal music. The 

                                                
24 Ibid., 345–348. 
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structures that he interprets in the excerpts are largely at the surface (with some examples showing 

middleground reductions) and his theoretical contributions are technical elaborations on tools that 

jazz composers could conceivably implement in their own thinking about modal relationships. 

Though the music that is Waters’s focus is somewhat outside the realm of tonal jazz (where hard 

bop lies), his willingness to consider several perspectives allows him to avoid Larson’s 

problematic interpretation of stylistic norms (in service of Schenkerian theory) and Martin’s 

problematic destabilizing of Schenkerian theoretical tools (in service of prioritizing salient stylistic 

norms). 

1.2.5: Ingrid Monson – Saying Something: Jazz Improvisation and Interaction (1996) 

Ingrid Monson’s 1996 book Saying Something: Jazz Improvisation and Interaction 

approaches the art of jazz improvisation through the lens of conversation and metaphor. 

In rethinking analytic priorities for approaching the larger-scale dimensions of jazz 

improvisation, I would like to suggest that we not be content with identifying 

structural shapes alone; we should be concerned as well with the interactive 

processes by which they emerge. I am using intensification as a deliberately 

amorphous term that combines musical events internal to a particular performance 

that contributes to the feeling of muical climax (such as changes in dynamics, 

rhythmic density, register, timbre, melody, harmony, interaction, and style of 

groove) with intermusical aspects of performance (such as quotation, irony, and 

parody) that link it to issues of history and the African-American sensibilities of 

“taking it to another level” and grooving.25 

Beyond a mere conversation between the living musicians involved in a performance, Monson 

also idealizes the work of a jazz improvisation as a conversation with the work of earlier or 

contemporary improvisers that are not physically present. Though she occasionally invokes 

semiotic concepts in her arguments, Monson claims that her work ought not to be seen as the study 

                                                
25 Ingrid Monson, Saying Something: Jazz Improvisation and Interaction (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1996) 139. 
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of “communication solely in an abstract, semiotic sense,” but rather as an approach to musical 

conversations as “in time and over time as something other than simply linguistic properties.”26   

 Monson sees the dialogic aspects of jazz (both “in time” and “over time”) to be the most 

rewarding area of focus for the analyst, unlike most jazz analyses that tend to focus on structural 

unity. She rightfully confronts the somewhat Euro-centric perspectives of Gunther Schuller, 

excerpted here: 

I have already said that this [lack of thematic coherence] is not altogether deplorable 

(I wish to emphasize this), and we have seen that it is possible to create pure 

improvisations which are meaningful realizations of a well-sustained over-all 

feeling. Indeed, the majority of players are perhaps not temperamentally or 

intellectually suited to do more than that.27 

Despite the less-than-flattering tone of Schuller’s comment, he is ostensibly venerating jazz’s 

ability express something that is more than a sum of its notes. But at the same time, Schuller clearly 

subordinates the musicians’ capacities in this regard to the ability of European tonal masterworks 

to achieve unity (and thus genius). Monson replies: 

…when it comes to critical evaluation, he looks first to the supposedly universal 

standards of Western musical analysis and cites them as evidence of the value of 

jazz music. As an outside observer, he feels entitled to evaluate the musical 

production of jazz musicians by these standards without asking whether these 

indeed are the sole—or even the most important—criteria to musicians and their 

audiences. The fact that aspects of jazz can be partially explained by the musical 

preoccupations it shares with Western classical music (such as harmonic and 

melodic sophistication, notions of melodic development, cohesiveness, virtuosity, 

and the notion of genius) leaves unexplored the particular logic of improvisational 

music making.28 

Monson’s questions regarding the relevance of these Euro-centric ideas to the musicians and their 

audiences are certainly important and—since such concerns are generally not considered in music 

                                                
26 Ibid., 179–180. 
27 Gunther Schuller, Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical Development (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1986), 88. 
28 Monson, Saying Something, 136. 
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theory—are largely ignored in jazz analysis. My analysis of “One by One” in Chapter Four takes 

Monson’s perspective into account to acknowledge the aspects of traditional musical analysis that 

have the potential to undermine the spirit of jazz improvisation. 

1.2.6: Robert Walser – “Out of Notes” (1993) and “Valuing Jazz” (2002) 

Though Robert Walser’s analytical priorities largely align with Monson’s, he takes issue 

with the fact that Monson is more invested in how jazz musicians say something and not so much 

what they say—as well as the fact the Monson seems to rely on statements from jazz musicians 

rather than her own interpretations of their music.  

…beyond noting that quotation and allusion are meaningful practices within jazz 

improvisation, Monson has relatively little to say about what jazz musicians are 

saying when they perform. In that book at least, Monson chooses to remain true to 

a fieldwork paradigm that requires discussions of value to be tightly grounded by 

what informants tell the ethnographer. This is a method that is of limited value to 

jazz history, then, because it is so attached to present contact, verbal articulation 

and the insider’s perspective.29 

Though Walser may critique Monson on these issues, he agrees with many of Monson’s criticisms 

regarding general trends toward the scholarly analysis of jazz. His 1993 article “Out of Notes: 

Signification, Interpretation, and the Problem of Miles Davis” frames the problem of scholarly 

jazz analysis around concepts from Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s The Signifying Monkey.30 The impetus 

of the article—the fact that Miles Davis is regarded as one of the greatest jazz musicians to have 

lived, yet, his playing is riddled with “mistakes”—leads Walser down a path toward dismissing 

                                                
29 Robert Walser, “Valuing Jazz,” in The Cambridge Companion to Jazz, ed. Mervyn Cooke and David 

Horn (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 313. 
30 Henry Louis Gates, Jr., The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
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formalist approaches to the analysis of the master jazz improviser’s output as inappropriately 

“classicizing” the music.31   

Walser rightfully raises points about Davis’s style emphasizing the exploration of timbres, 

including the cracked notes. Polishing the imperfections away from Davis’s solos undermines the 

allure of his voice, leaving one with a “clean” transcription that fails to capture the significant 

elements through which Davis is “Signifyin(g).” Signifyin(g) is one of the key rhetorical features 

that Gates describes in African-American literature, a device that “works through reference, 

gesture, and dialogue to suggest multiple meanings through association.”32 It opposes the 

traditional “signifying,” which is “logical, rational, limited” and produces meanings that are 

“denotative, fixed, exact, and exclusive.”33 Rather than give an account of what occurs in the 

“music itself,” Walser instead gives analyzes the ways in which Miles fits into a chain of 

Signifyin(g) in his performance of the Rodgers and Hart standard “My Funny Valentine.” Taking 

into account the original composition and later pop recordings of it, Walser suggests how Davis’s 

performance of the head and his improvised solo fit into this discourse. Though Walser does not 

offer much to the analyst in terms of methodology, the perspective presented in “Out of Notes” 

should be thoroughly considered by any jazz analyst: 

Musical analysts need to confront the challenges of [Signifyin(g)], the real-life 

dialogic flux of meaning, never groundable in a foundationalist epistemology, but 

always grounded in a web of social practices, histories, and desires. Modernism and 

classicism cannot take us into notes, where choices and details signify, nor out of 

notes, onto that risky rhetorical terrain Miles Davis never stopped exploring.34 

                                                
31 See Donald D. Megill and Richard S. Demory, Introduction to Jazz History (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 

Prentice Hall, 1989), 159–171. 
32 Robert Walser, “Out of Notes: Signification, Interpretation, and the Problem of Miles Davis,” Musical 

Quarterly 77/2 (1993): 345–346. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid., 360. 
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1.2.7: Horace Maxile – “Churchy Blues, Bluesy Church” (2009) 

 Horace J. Maxile Jr.’s 2009 article “Churchy Blues, Bluesy Church: Vernacular Tropes, 

Expression, and Structure in Charles Mingus’s ‘Ecclusiastics’” is a long overdue analytical study 

of musical topics and expression in modern jazz.  Maxile states in his introduction that his analysis 

of Mingus’s “Ecclusiastics” considers “conventional methods for the purpose of 

orientation…Schenkerian techniques for examinations of harmonic and voice-leading detail, 

and…topical analysis for addressing the expressive content of the tune.” Maxile’s methodologies 

are most consistent with those in Kofi Agawu’s 1991 book Playing with Signs: A Semiotic 

Interpretation of Classic Music—in which the domains of structure and syntax (introversive 

semiosis) and those of topics and expression (extroversive semiosis) are treated as separate 

dimensions that “play” off of one another.35  Maxile offers a great deal of insight into the relevant 

biographical aspects of Mingus’s life and how the notion of musical Signifyin(g) informs his 

reading. 

 Some of the topics that Maxile describes in “Ecclusiastics” are aligned with contemporary 

scholarship on topic theory, in which topics are defined as imitations of actual musical styles, while 

others are more aligned with the broader notion of topics as analogues of literary topoi or “subjects 

for musical discourse.”  He names “blues, call and response, spiritual/supernatural, and 

signifyin(g)” as the topics present in “Ecclusiastics,” and admits they can be somewhat difficult to 

pinpoint in any crystal-clear fashion.36  What is remarkable about the analysis is Maxile’s 

commentary on the continuous troping of these devices in a seemingly amorphous composition 

(topically speaking), which is exemplified in his conclusion: 

                                                
35 Kofi Agawu, Playing With Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1991), 26–79. 
36 Horace Maxile, “Churchy Blues, Bluesy Church: Vernacular Tropes, Expression, and Structure in 

Charles Mingus’s ‘Ecclusiastics,’” Annual Review of Jazz Studies 14 (2009): 66. 
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The intimacy and spirituality of the text—particularly in the slow sections—

suggests his having a one-an-one conversation with a supernatural being. Even 

among these themes, the motifs of freedom and liberation pervade "Ecclusiastics" 

both intra- and extramusically. Mingus mentioned his "struggle to get free" from 

prison chains in reference to this tune. He was certainly aware of the political and 

social challenges facing African Americans in the 1960s, a time when the invisible 

chains may have been stronger than the real ones. Though only Mingus could 

identify the nature of his chains, "Ecclusiastics" offers a possible insight. Racial 

prejudices and stereotypes were among the many prisons against which African 

Americans persistently struggled. The blues, an authentic black folk music, was 

born of the work songs, field hollers, and everyday experiences of a destitute 

people. Within the blues framework, Mingus achieves musical freedom in many 

ways.37 

The shortcoming of this article is that does not engage with scholarship in topic theory and 

semiotics from after 1991, despite being published in 2009. However, his rather personal insights 

into the meaning of Mingus’s work remain valuable for any listener of the recording. 

1.2.8: Garrett Michaelsen – “Groove Topics in Improvised Jazz” (2013) 

 The final scholar whose work I will address in this section is Garrett Michaelsen, whose 

2013 dissertation “Analyzing Musical Interaction in Jazz Improvisations of the 1960s” is a direct 

application of Ingrid Monson’s call to interpret jazz music as a conversation.  Also in 2013, 

Michaelsen published an essay titled “Groove Topics in Improvised Jazz” in Analyzing the Music 

of Living Composers (and Others), to promote further alternatives to analysis that prioritizes tonal 

organization in jazz.  The topical vocabulary he puts forth is based on a 1962 drum manual by Don 

DeMichael and Alan Dawson, which includes groove names such as “two-beat, 3/4, lame duck, 

shuffle, ethnic, Latin, tango, beguine, bolero, conga, rhumba, samba, calypso, mambo, cha cha 

cha, merengue, and nanigo.”38  Many of these, such as “tango,” “rhumba,” “samba,” can be seen 

                                                
37 Maxile, “Churchy Blues,” 78. 
38 Garrett Michaelsen, “Groove Topics in Improvised Jazz,” in Analyzing the Music of Living Composers 

(and Others), ed. Jack Boss, Brad Osborn, Tim S. Pack, and Stephen Rodgers (New Castle: Cambridge Scholars 

Publishing, 2013), 177. 
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as topical (since they imitate other musical styles), while others, such as the “two-beat” and “3/4” 

are likely better perceived merely as marked groove schemas rather than topics. 

As a compendium of grooves, Michaelsen’s essay delivers a reliable resource for the jazz 

scholar. However, as a topical resource, connections with concurrent developments in the field 

leave something to be desired.  The discussion of topic theory is limited to the work of Leonard 

Ratner (Classic Music) and Wye Jamison Allanbrook (Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart) from the 

1980s, and the essay does not address signification or meaning. Additionally, it does not appear 

that Michaelsen is aware of Maxile’s article published four years prior—which confronts some of 

these issues. The attention that Michaelsen draws to the rhythm section is likely its most important 

contribution, but limiting jazz topics to the domain of groove misses important topical content. 

1.3: Review of Relevant Analytical Literature on Popular Music 

This section is devoted to three sources of analytical scholarship on popular music that 

inform two aspects of my approach to hard bop. David Temperley’s and Drew Nobile’s 

observations regarding the melodic-harmonic “divorce” in rock music are similarly applicable to 

jazz. Hard bop overlaps to a great degree with rhythm ‘n’ blues and—since rhythm ‘n’ blues set 

crucial stylistic precedent for rock ‘n’ roll—it might be expected that hard bop would feature a 

similar independence between melodic and harmonic contents. The melodic-harmonic divorce is 

discussed as a topical “figura” (associated with the blues topic) in Chapter Three and factors into 

my analysis of blues elements in “One by One” (Chapter Four). This section on popular-music 

literature concludes with John Covach’s essay on stylistic references in the music of The Cars, 

references which I suggest may be understood as musical topics. 
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1.3.1: David Temperley – “The Melodic-Harmonic Divorce in Rock” (2007) 

 David Temperley’s “The Melodic-Harmonic ‘Divorce’ in Rock” from the May 2007 issue 

of Popular Music follows-up on the observations of Allan Moore and several other authors that 

there is an “apparent independence or divergence between the melody and the harmonic structure” 

in some popular music. His goal is not to show that the study of melody and harmony is irrelevant 

in rock music, but rather that the harmonic-melodic divorce is a “highly constrained departure 

from that coordination which tends to occur in quite specific ways and conditions.”39 The behavior 

that Temperley associates with the melodic-harmonic divorce is largely connected to the presence 

of melodic tones that are not in the supporting harmony and do not resolve by step. This certainly 

recalls the observations about bebop tonality from Strunk 1985, in which “tensions” arise as 

dissonant substitutions for stable chords tones rather than clear linear embellishments of them.  

 Citing Middleton 1972, Temperley remarks on the frequency with which the melodic-

harmonic divorce involves melodic pentatonicism—particularly in bluesy passages.40 Though 

Walter Everett suggests that non-chord tones that do not resolve by step should still be seen as 

unstable, Temperley argues that a temporary stratification of melody and harmony is more 

reflective of these passages’ auditory effects.41 The stability of a given tone is not necessarily tied 

to its relation to the underlying chord as much as it is relative to the governing key or mode—

suggesting that melody and harmony in rock may embellish one another. In common practice 

music, embellishment is restricted to the linear elaboration of a governing harmonic framework, 

                                                
39 David Temperley, “The Melodic-Harmonic Divorce in Rock,” Popular Music 26/2 (2007): 323–324. 
40 Temperley, “The Melodic-Harmonic Divorce,” 329. 
41 Ibid., 329–330; Walter Everett, “Confessions from Blueberry Hell, or, Pitch can be a Sticky Substance,” 

in Expression in Pop-Rock Music: A Collection of Critical and Analytical Essays, ed. Walter Everett (New York: 

Garland Publishing, Inc., 2000), 315. 
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but Temperley’s perspective on the interaction of rock melody and harmony is much more 

democratic. 

 The theory that Temperley constructs for the formal role of the melodic-harmonic divorce 

in rock is the “loose-verse/tight-chorus" model (LVTC). This suggests that the melodic-harmonic 

divorce is most prevalent in verses and that the re-unification of melody and harmony is a common 

feature of choruses. Many of Temperley’s examples of the LVTC model are songs that feature the 

blues emphasis mentioned previously, such as: The Beatles’ “Taxman” and “Come Together,” 

Deep Purple’s “Smoke on the Water,” and AC/DC’s “Back in Black.”42 The loose-knit vs. tight-

knit dichotomy itself (a la Schoenberg, Ratz, and Caplin) in the context of rock pitch structures, is 

arguably more useful than the LVTC paradigm, which is later criticized by Drew Nobile. 

1.3.2: Drew Nobile – “Counterpoint in Rock Music” (2015) 

 Following Temperley, Drew Nobile’s “Counterpoint in Rock Music: Unpacking the 

‘Melodic-Harmonic Divorce’” defines three types of voice-leading strategies involving the 

melodic-harmonic divorce in popular music: the “hierarchy divorce,” “loop divorce,” and “syntax 

divorce.”43 In the “hierarchy divorce,” the melody carries a greater structural weight than the 

accompanying harmonies—suggesting that chord progressions can be seen as dissonant 

embellishments of otherwise structurally stable melodies. This relative stability is suggested by 

emphasis on members of the tonic triad. The perspective suggested by the hierarchy divorce is that 

melody is understood as elaborating the tonic triad independently of the chord changes, and that 

the unmatched chords are the embellishing element. It is not the melody’s imperative to resolve; 

                                                
42 Ibid., 335–337. 
43 Drew Nobile, “Counterpoint in Rock Music: Unpacking the Melodic-Harmonic Divorce,” Music Theory 

Spectrum 37/2 (2015): 189–203. 
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it is the supporting harmony’s.44 The second type of melodic-harmonic divorce—the “loop 

divorce”—features a disconnect between a teleological melody and a non-teleological chord loop. 

Nobile states, “…when a song involves a chord loop, it is often the melody that independently 

creates a goal-directed formal layout.”45 The third and final type is the “syntax divorce,” in which 

both the melody and harmony express goal-directed motion but the voice-leading is 

incompatible—such as a melodic cadence with scale degrees “2-1” accompanied by the chord 

progression “IV-I.”46  

Nobile does not accept Temperley’s “loose-verse/tight-chorus” as the core paradigm for 

the divorce’s strategic deployment in rock. While he maintains that the tightening and loosening 

of coordination between melodic and harmonic voice-leading strata is important to a rock song’s 

expressive effects, he finds Temperley’s LVTC model incapable of explaining much of the rock 

repertory.47 Nobile concludes with comments regarding the structural commentary on the three 

types of divorce: 

Rather than conclude that songs exhibiting the divorce lack large-scale structural 

motion, we should ask ourselves what process gives rise to such a conflict. In a 

hierarchy divorce, it arises from a conflict of levels. While the melody lives in a 

deep middleground, swimming around the stable tonic triad, the harmony engages 

in foreground embellishments. […] In a loop divorce, we find that while the 

harmony is stuck in a chord loop, the melody makes up for it by creating its own 

independent structure. […] A syntax divorce gives us a conflict that extends into 

the deepest structural levels, when structural motions in the melody and harmony 

do not line up contrapuntally.48 

Temperley and Nobile avoid reading certain melodic tones as chordal extensions by understanding 

melodic voice leading in rock to be an unfolding of the tonic triad that cannot be derived from the 

                                                
44 Ibid., 190–193. 
45 Ibid., 194. 
46 Ibid., 197–198. 
47 Ibid., 198–201. 
48 Ibid., 202. 
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accompanying chords. Jazz musicians typically may refer to apparent chordal extensions this way 

in their music, but this actually needlessly complicates the inference of voice leading. Strunk and 

Larson address this problem in jazz by viewing such tones as substitutions for structurally superior 

pitches, while Martin would likely view them as structurally sound as long as they coincide with 

his Bassbrechung. If one’s aim (like mine) is to merely elucidate surface-level voice-leading 

features, then Nobile’s hierarchy divorce provides an obvious solution for bluesy passages that 

clearly expand a minor tonic but are not coordinated with the accompanying changes. Though it 

is beyond the objectives of this dissertation, the case could certainly be made that the “melodic-

harmonic divorce” is a feature in jazz and rhythm ‘n’ blues well before the birth of rock ‘n’ roll.  

1.3.3: John Covach – “Pangs of History” (2003) 

Though he does not refer to the terminology or associated authors, I interpret John 

Covach’s essay “Pangs of History in Late 1970s New-Wave Rock” as essentially a study of 

musical topics. This is relevant to the current study because it meets all the criteria discussed in 

Chapter Two regarding a broadly applicable notion of topic theory (and may perhaps be 

overlooked as such). In this essay, Covach contextualizes the music of The Cars within his concept 

of “musical worlding,” the intertextual process through which listeners come to understand a 

musical work.49 

Musical worlding attempts to focus on the fact that while listeners often tend to 

think of any musical piece as a separate, even self-standing musical object, a closer 

                                                
49 Julia Kristeva defines intextextuality as the process through which meaning is not imparted to a reader 

from the writer of a text, but rather that meaning is mediated through “codes” that reader and writer understand 

through other texts. For further reading on intertextuality, see “Word, Dialogue and Novel” and “The Bounded 

Text” in Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1980). For an in-depth study of intertextuality and its implications for musical analysis, see 

Michael Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004). 
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inspection reveals that pieces are in fact much more like centre points in a web of 

relationships that lead off in myriad directions to many other pieces.50 

Covach remarks that the late 1970s corporate rock groups like Foreigner provide “a normative 

model against which this newer music sets itself,” which we can retroactively read in terms of 

markedness. The elements associated with Foreigner’s “normative model” are unmarked (default) 

and their oppositional corollaries are marked (deviation).  

Covach identifies several elements in The Cars’ “My Best Friend’s Girl” that deviate from 

corporate-rock defaults: clean guitar timbre, quasi-60s organ timbre, handclaps, and vocal hiccups. 

Compared to Foreigner’s “Feels Like the First Time,” which Covach proposes as exemplary of 

late-70s rock defaults, we may typically expect a distorted guitar sound and a Hammond organ 

with a Leslie rotary speaker instead of the novel timbres that are featured in The Cars’ track. 

Similarly, handclaps in “My Best Friend’s Girl” generally point to songs of the early 1960s like 

the Angels’ “My Boyfriend’s Back” and the Beatles’ “I Want to Hold Your Hand,” while the vocal 

hiccups more narrowly point to the vocal stylings of Buddy Holly in the 1950s. Ultimately, these 

elements could be construed as belonging to a “50s rock” topic, which points to (among other 

things) suburban teen life and ultimately serves as a symbol of a “faux-naïveté.”51 As I discuss in 

Chapter Two, a global conception of topical signification facilitates the reading of Covach’s 

interpretive claims as aligning with topic theory.   

1.4: Concluding Remarks 

 The diversity of approaches evident in the analytical literature reviewed in this chapter 

suggests there are a number of underexplored perspectives on jazz and popular music. It is apparent 

                                                
50 John Covach, “Pangs of History in Late 1970s New-Wave Rock,” in Analyzing Popular Music, ed. Allan 

Moore (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 179. 
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that one cannot take a single position on the repurposing of analytical tools across stylistic 

boundaries; one must remain critical of each appropriation individually. In the case of Schenkerian 

theory and jazz, I argue that an “orthodox” approach (such as Larson’s) is perhaps more 

appropriate because it does not overwrite fundamental principles of Schenker’s thought. However, 

Martin’s neo-Schenkerian approach brings attention to the fact that harmonic and contrapuntal 

principles of European common practice are quite foreign to the surface practices of jazz 

composers and improvisers. If one is to repurpose Schenkerian theory in the context of jazz, it 

must be acknowledged that the “orthodox” approach overwrites aspects of the music’s stylistic 

norms and the “liberal” approach better fits certain jazz melodic tendencies but hinders the 

circularity of Schenker’s system. In acknowledgement of these two compromises, I follow a 

traditional Schenkerian approach but only to highlight certain aspects of the musical text that 

appear to correlate with topical elements. I remain unconvinced that the highest structural levels 

suggested by my sketches offer anything to my larger hermeneutic points, but they nonetheless 

help capture a large amount of music in a small apparatus.  

In the case of Temperley and Nobile’s work on the melodic-harmonic “divorce” in rock, 

the repurposing of analytical approaches is arguably quite appropriate. Rhythm ‘n’ blues and 

bebop predate rock ‘n’ roll and share a basis in American blues traditions, to which even 

Temperley attributes the divorce. If one acknowledges the divorce in jazz, then Schenkerian theory 

is further problematized as an appropriate analytical tool for the style. Despite the seeming 

contradiction of this theoretical concatenation, I argue that these issues bring to light the necessity 

of considering both. Jazz is a pluralism; it is simultaneously rooted in European traditions and a 

rejection of them. Remaining true to this stylistic contradiction in jazz requires that one critically 

acknowledge both the continuities and discontinuities that the transcriptions might reflect. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

 

MUSICAL SEMIOTICS AND HERMENEUTICS: 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGICAL OUTLINE 

 

 
2.1: Introduction 

 This chapter provides an overview of key concepts in Peircean semiotics and topic theory; 

a review of hermeneutic approaches in the work of recent music theorists; and an outline of the 

analytical methodologies relevant to Chapters Three, Four, and Five. To substantiate my 

repurposing of topic theory for hard bop, I show how certain perspectives on topic theory—

particularly those of Raymond Monelle, Danuta Mirka, and Stephen Rumph—rely on expectations 

of stylistic norms but are not inherently a product of the European common-practice styles that are 

typically the focus of topical discussion. This chapter concludes with an overview of select 

concepts from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus that shape the analysis in 

Chapter Four. 

2.2: Peirce’s Theory of Signs 

In the last twenty-five years, references to the semiotic theories of American philosopher 

and pragmatist Charles Sanders Peirce (1839–1914) have become quite frequent in musical 

scholarship.52 While Peirce himself does not theorize about musical signification, he places much 

more emphasis on sound as a crucial part of sign systems than does Swiss linguist and semiologist 

                                                
52 See Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994); Robert Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: 

Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert (Bloomington: Indiana Univerity Press, 2004); Thomas Turino, “Signs of Imagination, 

Identity, and Experience: A Peircean Semiotic Theory for Music,” Ethnomusicology 43/2 (1999): 221–255; and 

Naomi Cumming, The Sonic Self: Musical Subjectivity and Signification (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

2000). 
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Ferdinand de Saussure. For Saussure, “sound is an arbitrary carrier of structure,” while Peirce 

viewed sound as an important domain of structure.53 Though his theories were motivated by the 

outdated stance that the philosopher’s role was to “find the true foundation of all knowledge,” the 

epistemological basis for his theory of signs as infinitely mediated by interpretation remains 

valuable in a post-structuralist intellectual climate.54 In his essay “Why We Still Need Peirce,” 

David Lidov writes: 

It is peculiar, old-fashioned, biased language, but that is no reason to dismiss 

Peirce’s post-structuralist insights. […] If we care about interpretation, we may still 

need Peirce. […] [His problems] are relevant to our understanding of the 

construction of the subject in music, to our idea of the identity of the subject who 

constructs, to determining a standpoint to account for significance, and to 

understanding representation as active agency.55 

Here I will provide a concise overview of the aspects of Peircean semiotics that are relevant to the 

understanding of musical topics. 

Peirce defines a sign as “a thing which serves to convey knowledge of some other thing, 

which it is said to stand for or represent” (Peirce 1998, 13). His theory is based on three 

fundamental categories: firstness, that which is independent of anything else, a “quality of feeling”; 

secondness, implying a dyadic relationship, a “reaction”; and thirdness, the mediation of the 

relationship of second and first, a “representation.”56 For Peirce, signs are irreducibly triadic, 

consisting of one component for each of the three respective categories: (1) the sign-vehicle, (2) 

the object, and (3) the interpretant. The sign-vehicle itself is independent, therefore meaningless 

(firstness); the sign-vehicle then points to an object and forms a dyadic relationship (secondness); 

                                                
53 David Lidov, Is Language a Music?: Writings on Musical Form and Signification (Bloomington: Indiana 
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54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid., 129. 
56 Charles Sanders Peirce, The Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings. Vol. 2, ed. Nathan 
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and the interpretant mediates the dyad of sign-vehicle and object and is thus a representation of 

their union (thirdness). Sign-vehicles and objects can be anything from items in the physical world 

to abstract concepts and ideas, which makes Peircean semiotics attractive for unpacking musical 

“communication” in non-grammatical terms. As Lidov suggests, the appeal of Peirce’s theories to 

postmodern thought rests in the interpretant and the understanding that all knowledge stems from 

an infinite stream of interpretation (i.e., every sign is an interpretation of another sign). 

For an example of Peirce’s triadic semiotic, consider a stick-figure drawing. The 

configuration of lines in the drawing (the sign-vehicle) points to a human being (the object) and 

this relationship is mediated by a basic geometric understanding of the human form (interpretant). 

A given sign is ultimately classified using three trichotomies that apply to: (1) the type of sign-

vehicle, (2) the type of relationship between sign-vehicle and object, and (3) the way that the 

interpretant mediates the relationship of sign-vehicle and object. Fortunately, for the purposes of 

unpacking signification in topic theory, one merely needs to grasp the second trichotomy. Since 

we will not concern ourselves with other two, I will simply refer to signs by their classification in 

this trichotomy.57 

Icons are signs whose sign-vehicles resemble their objects—the stick figure being an 

example this type. An iconic signifier falls within the domain of firstness because its sign-vehicle 

and object are merely linked qualitatively (i.e., the link is observable without requisite 

knowledge).58 In the case of the stick-figure icon, it is apparent that—relative to its object (a human 

being)—very little information is contained within the sign-vehicle (a mere configuration of five 

                                                
57 For a pithy overview of Peircean semiotics and some general applications for music, see Thomas Turino, 

“Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircean Semiotic Theory for Music,” Ethnomusicology 43/2 

(1999): 221–255; For an exhaustive study of Peirce’s theories as they pertain to musical subjectivity, see Naomi 

Cumming, The Sonic Self: Musical Subjectivity and Signification (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000). 
58 Peirce, The Essential Peirce, 163–164. 
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lines and a circle). This fact is crucial to understanding the link between topics and actual musical 

styles, since topics do not retain all the features of the styles that they signify. 

Indices rely on association, so they belong to the domain of secondness. There may be a 

causal link between object and sign-vehicle, such as the association between the sound of a musical 

instrument (the sign-vehicle) and the musical instrument itself (the object).59 However, the 

association may also be rooted in mere co-occurrence, such as a hammer signifying a nail. A single 

sign may have both iconic and indexical capacities, but each capacity remains ontologically 

distinct. Consider the image of a child dressed in their father’s clothes; this image can be construed 

as either an icon or an index of the father. The sign is iconic because of the ostensibly similar garb, 

but also indexical because the child carries their father’s D.N.A. and the two cohabitate. This 

comingling of iconic and indexical signifiers is apparent in musical topics, because a topic’s 

elemental components are indices of an actual musical style, but the amalgamation of these smaller 

elements into a topic results in an iconic signifier of the style. 

Symbols—unlike icons and indices—are culturally defined and thus belong to the domain 

of thirdness. A symbol requires no resemblance between sign-vehicle and object nor does it require 

any physical coexistence of the two.60 All written words are symbolic of their corresponding 

spoken words (and their meaning) because the link between linguistic characters and auditory 

phonemes is entirely arbitrary. Similarly, diastematic notation may be iconic of the height 

metaphor that we use to orient ourselves in pitch space, but the connection between a note on the 

staff and the frequency it suggests is not iconic or indexical; it is symbolic. A musical topic’s 

capacity to symbolize expressive meanings is its most powerful asset for enriching one’s reading 
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of a musical text (e.g., the hunt topic as a symbol of nobility). However, these symbolic meanings 

rely on the understanding of a musical topic’s iconic and indexical capacities—without which a 

topic’s meaning is strictly personal and difficult to substantiate as culturally relevant. 

2.3: Review of Literature on Topic Theory 

 As a subfield of music theory, topic theory has solidified as the study of symbolism that 

arises from style imitation. European art music from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has 

been the nearly exclusive focus of such studies, but authors such as Danuta Mirka, Joseph Straus, 

and Michael Klein have suggested the relevance of musical topics in twentieth-century music.61 

However, the definition of the concept mentioned above is a rather recent refinement. The 

seemingly amorphous notion of topics as any musical configuration that carries symbolic value 

(see reviews of work by Wye Jamison Allanbrook and Raymond Monelle below) seems to be what 

informs previous attempts to extend topic theory to jazz by Horace Maxile, Jr. and Garrett 

Michaelsen. Since it is my aim to show how more recent currents and topic theory can inform a 

topical typology for hard bop, I will review literature that progresses from Leonard Ratner’s 

introduction to the concept through the adoption of his idea by Wye Jamison Allanbrook and 

Raymond Monelle and theoretical refinement by Danuta Mirka et al. in the Oxford Handbook of 

Topic Theory. 

 

 

                                                
61 An unpublished taxonomy of twentieth-century topics by Danuta Mirka is cited in Kofi Agawu, Music as 

Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 48–49. See also 

Joseph Straus, Stravinsky’s Late Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); and Michael Klein, 

“Musical Story: A Story about Discourse,” in Music and Narrative since 1900, ed. Michael Klein and Nicholas 

Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013), 3–28.  
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2.3.1: Leonard Ratner – Classic Music (1980) 

 Leonard Ratner’s 1980 book Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style introduces the 

concept of topics to musical analysis.62 Much like topoi in rhetorical theory, Ratner’s topics are 

“subjects for musical discourse” in Classic-era music that provide a way of studying the music as 

culturally referential in addition to its autonomous musical structures. The topics are divided into 

types, which Ratner defines as “fully worked-out pieces,” and styles, which are “figures and 

progressions within a piece.” Even in his introduction to the concept, Ratner states that “the 

distinction between types and styles is flexible; minuets and marches represent complete types of 

composition, but they also furnish styles for other pieces.” The types that Ratner defines consist 

largely of dances in high (e.g. the minuet, sarabande, and gavotte), middle (e.g. the bourrée and 

gigue), and low styles (e.g. the Ländler). The styles that Ratner describes in eighteenth-century 

composition include military and hunt music, the “singing” style, the “brilliant” style, the French 

Overture, Turkish music, the “learned” style, and several others.63 

2.3.2: Wye Jamison Allanbrook – Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart (1983) 

 This concept is explored further in Wye Jamison Allanbrook’s 1983 book Rhythmic 

Gesture in Mozart: Le nozze di Figaro & Don Giovanni.64 Allanbrook’s understanding of musical 

topics is closely aligned with rhetorical topoi, allowing a much broader inclusion of gestures as 

musical topics. 

An acquaintance with these topoi frees the writer from the dilemma he would 

otherwise face when trying to explicate a given passage: that he can at the one 

extreme do no more than detail the mere facts and figures of its tonal architecture, 
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64 Wye Jamison Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le nozze di Figaro & Don Giovanni (Chicago: 
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or at the other merely anatomize his private reactions to a work…In short, he can 

articulate within certain limits the shared response a particular passage will evoke.65 

Allanbrook considers not only stylistic references but also iconic representations of real-world 

phenomena in the realm of topics, an ambivalent aspect of Ratner’s initial work that is 

problematized by Allanbrook and later by Raymond Monelle. She is so committed to the concept 

of musical topics, in fact, that she claims that topics are “never not a parameter, even if a particular 

topos does not have a convenient style name or obvious historical association.”66 To Allanbrook, 

every musical gesture can be construed as a topic—a position that is later critiqued by Danuta 

Mirka (see review of Mirka below). 

2.3.3: Raymond Monelle – “The Search for Topics” (2000) 

 Raymond Monelle’s essay “The Search for Topics” in his 2000 book The Sense of Music: 

Semiotic Essays is the first to consider (at length) the semiotic channels implicit in the inference 

of musical topics. Conceptually, Monelle’s semiotic discussion largely relies on the Peircean 

trichotomy of icon (signifies via resemblance), index (signifies via association), and symbol 

(signifies via cultural definition) and on Umberto Eco’s terms ratio difficilis, in which “the sign, 

the code, the signified—is irreplaceable, and every detail of the signifier is mapped on to the 

signified,” and ratio facilis, “in which signification is governed by conventional codes and items 

of expression are referred to items of content according to learned rules.”67  In music, Monelle 

correlates the understanding of musical creation as continuous invention with ratio difficilis and 
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the understanding of musical creation as a process of stylization with ratio facilis. While both 

processes are essential, reading musical topics in a text relies on ratio facilis, because the listener 

acknowledges the conventional codes that give a topic its identity and meaning. For Monelle, “the 

topic is essentially a symbol,” a signifier that acquires meaning through habitual association (such 

as the link between the letters of the alphabet and phonemes).68 

While Monelle sees all topics as cultural symbols, he designates them as either iconic or 

indexical, depending on the manner in which they signify an object. For example, the pianto topic 

(“sighing” gesture) is an iconic topic because it resembles an extra-musical human expression, but 

this connection also empowers it as a symbol of grief. Conversely, indexical topics are more like 

the topics described in Ratner’s Classic Music in that Monelle claims that they signify a particular 

musical style indexically. 

Many topics are in the first place not iconic, but indexical; the dance measures listed 

by Ratner and Allanbrook, the “fanfare” motive, the topics of “French overture” 

and “Turkish music” do not signify by virtue of resemblance, but because they 

reproduce styles and repertoires from elsewhere.  Insofar as the slow movement of 

the “Jupiter” Symphony is in sarabande meter, it presents the dance measure itself 

rather than an imitation of it, and thus signifies indexically.69 

By conceiving of topics that reference actual musical styles as indexical, Monelle is saying that a 

topic and the style that it signifies co-occur on some level. However, Monelle largely restricts the 

notion of indexicality to a causal relationship between the signified and the signifier, which is not 

aligned with Peirce’s theories regarding indexical signifiers. By claiming that a topic is “caused” 

by the past style to which it alludes ignores the necessary intervention of the artist whose work 

contains topical signifiers. For example, if one claims that a portrait was “caused” by the actual 

image of the person depicted, this misses the more important fact that the portrait was constructed 
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by an artist as an iconic signifier of the person. These conceptually problematic issues in Monelle’s 

application of Peircean semiotics to musical topics are later rectified by Danuta Mirka in The 

Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory. 

2.3.4: Danuta Mirka – Introduction to The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory (2014) 

 Danuta Mirka’s introduction to the 2014 book The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory (for 

which she is also the editor) assumes the task of constraining the definition of musical topics by 

distinguishing them from the tangential concepts of style, genre, affect, pictorialism, and rhetoric. 

She concisely defines topics as “musical styles and genres taken out of their proper context and 

used in another one.”70 Monelle’s dichotomy of “iconic” and “indexical” topics is taken to task 

through Mirka’s assertion that all topics are in fact iconic. 

Of course, Monelle is aware that topics do not “reproduce” all aspects of styles or 

repertoires from which they are derived. This is why he qualifies his original 

statement in the second sentence, when he writes that the slow movement of the 

“Jupiter” Symphony “presents” the sarabande “measure” rather than the sarabande. 

But “presentation” of selected qualities is not a “reproduction” and, in semiotic 

terms, it does not qualify as an index but an icon.71 

Mirka accepts Monelle’s indexical topics as topics, but clarifies that topics are iconic signifiers of 

musical styles. The indexicality is instead an attribute of the signified musical style, which indexes 

a social context and function (hence imbuing the topic with meaningful cultural associations).72 

From Mirka’s definition of topics as “musical styles and genres taken out of their proper context 

and used in another one,” Monelle’s iconic topics are actually not topics at all because they do not 

signify musical styles. They are in fact musical icons, but they are extramusical icons, as opposed 

to topics that are intramusical icons. According to Mirka: 
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From the perspective adopted in this volume, Monelle’s “iconic topics” are not 

topics because they do not form cross-references between musical styles or genres. 

Instead of dividing musical topics into iconic and indexical, it will be more 

appropriate to distinguish between two classes of musical signs based on imitation: 

musical imitation of other music (topics) and imitation of extramusical sounds. The 

second class can be further subdivided into two types: imitation of passionate 

utterances and imitation of natural sounds (pictorialism).73 

This discussion reveals Mirka’s understanding of topics as distinct from both musical styles 

and pictorialism. Topics are iconic representations of styles (rather than styles themselves) and are 

distinct from pictorialism because they are not icons of features from the physical world. In 

clarification of the frequent conflation of topics and affects, Mirka suggests that topical 

signification is very narrow in its restriction to the mere imitation styles and genres, while affective 

signification “embraces all states of musical parameters and their configurations.”74 Though the 

term “topic” has its analogue in the study of rhetoric, musical topics cannot be mapped onto any 

particular component of Classical rhetoric. Mirka argues that this is due to the fact that musical 

topics are associated with two distinct parts of Classical rhetoric—inventio (invention) and 

elocutio (style)—and that difference between musical topics and rhetorical topics “hinges on the 

semiotic difference between music and language.”75  

2.3.5: Stephen Rumph – “Topical Figurae” (2014) 

 Stephen Rumph’s “Topical Figurae: The Double Articulation of Topics” in the Oxford 

Handbook of Topic Theory applies Louis Hjelmslev’s term “figura” (pl. “figurae”) to describe 

shared features of topics. According to Rumph, “Hjelmslev used the term to encompass all the 

nonsignifying elements of the expression plane, whether phonemes, distinctive features, or 
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prosody, and semiotic researchers have generalized the term to other sign systems.”76 His 

definition of musical figurae is any marked musical feature (i.e., a feature not assumed to be the 

standard or default) that cannot necessarily signify any single topic on its own. By understanding 

a musical topic as the coalescence of several marked features, Mirka’s pithy definition of topics as 

“musical styles and genres taken out of their proper context” is further supported by syntactic 

content.  

Following Louis Hjelmslev’s representation of phonemes, Rumph represents musical 

figurae within forward slashes (e.g., /homorhythm/), which I will retain to distinguish marked 

figurae from unmarked (default) elements. Just as spoken words often feature a deletion of certain 

phones (such as the pronunciation of “grandma” as “granma”), topics may be articulated with some 

of its associated figurae present and others tacit. Conversely, a figura associated with more than 

one topic may be assimilated into a non-topical environment without a clear topical utterance. The 

purpose of Rumph’s essay is to draw greater attention to the micro-fluctuation of topical elements 

as playing a role in the articulation of musical form, even if those elements alone do not clearly 

project a topic. Rumph claims that this elevates topical analysis above the “mere surface labeling 

of topics” and allows one to engage with topics as “structural entities embedded within 

fundamental musical processes.”77 However, I have reservations about Rumph’s seeming 

analytical dissatisfaction with topic theory. If one is concerned with that domain to the degree that 

Rumph appears to be, then perhaps musical topics have more to offer the music theorist as critical 

theorist than the music theorist as practitioner of structural analysis. This is discussed further in 

Chapters Four and Five. 
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2.3.6: Vasili Byros – “Topics and Harmonic Schemata” (2014) 

 Vasili Byros’s “Topics and Harmonic Schemata: A Case from Beethoven” in the Oxford 

Handbook of Topic Theory conceives of musical schemata and topics as corollaries for the poles 

of the syntax-lexicon continuum in linguistics.78 Citing Anatol Stefanowitsch, Stefan Gries, and 

Ronald Langacker, Byros notes that “in cognitive linguistics all grammatical constructions are 

conceived as amalgams of form and content that vary in terms of their lexical specificity.”79 Byros 

suggests that since there is no definite boundary between syntax and lexicon and that these two 

principles act as the extremes of a continuum rather than as a mutually exclusive binary, musical 

schemata and topics may form a similar continuum.  

Using the “Stabat Mater Prinner” from Robert Gjerdingen’s Music in the Galant Style as 

an example, Byros shows how this particular idea cannot be construed as purely an element of 

musical construction (schema) or purely as a semantic element (topic).80 The “Stabat Matter 

Prinner” is essentially a “cross between schema and topic…its grammar is imbued with residues 

of church music, and therefore affords lexical and/or indexical significance.”81 The Stabat Mater 

Prinner is thus a “schema-topic amalgam,” not unlike a linguistic collostruction, or a “frequent co-

occurrence of certain lexical and syntactic symbols,” or a “consistent and specific form-meaning 

pair.”82 Byros notes that this is “one means by which grammatical structure acquires semantic 

meaning, and an aspect of the syntax-lexicon continuum that is perhaps all the more consequential 
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for musical symbols: a grammatical construction may retain the significance of its collostructural 

lexical pairs even in their absence.”83 

The culmination of Byros’s study is a renewed interest in the religious meaning of the 

“crucifix-shaped” le-sol-fi-sol schema fused with the ombra topic in the funeral march from 

Beethoven’s Eroica. Byros remarks in his conclusion: 

Like any philosophical treatise, the symphony requires meditation, study, and time 

for its message to congeal—presumably owing to the complexity of Beethoven’s 

interactive use of introversive (schemata) and extroversive (topics) musical 

symbols. For those Kenner who devoted their serious attention, the symphony’s 

intended spiritual message was not lost.84  

Though the notion of grammatical structure acquiring semantic meaning (what Stefanowitsch and 

Gries refer to as “collostructions”) may be a common feature in language, the application of this 

principle to music is likely more personal than Byros suggests. His rhetoric clearly exhibits 

intentional fallacy (see “the symphony’s intended spiritual message” in the above quote) and it 

suggests that his concepts exist on a neutral semiotic plane rather than within his own subjectivity. 

Despite these ethical concerns, the notion that musical syntax (structure, schemata) and semantics 

(topics) form a continuum rather than a binary is nonetheless a valuable contextualization of topics 

within musical discourse. 

2.4: Review of Literature on Musical Hermeneutics 

 The following review of literature on musical hermeneutics progresses chronologically. I 

begin with Lawrence Kramer’s “Musical Narratology,” in which Kramer argues that concepts from 

literary theory such as “narratography,” “narrativity,” and “narrative” may be understood as 
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“supplements” to music.85 This means that musical narratology, as Kramer defines it, does not 

explain inherent properties of music nor is it necessary for the music to exist, but may nonetheless 

facilitate interpretive discourse. Robert Hatten, whose two books on musical semiotics Musical 

Meaning in Beethoven and Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes are reviewed below, 

rely on what he calls “correlation.”86 For Hatten, correlation is a way of substantiating express 

claims by showing how marked oppositions (i.e., a default and a deviation) may be relevant to one 

another across structural and expressive domains. Hatten’s methodology requires the mapping of 

structural elements onto expressive ones, while Kramer’s approach seems to suggest that the 

product of musical hermeneutics should come in the form of cultural criticism rather than that of 

structural analysis. Despite his greater emphasis on structure than Kramer, Hatten also draws 

attention to musical topics and their “troping,” which he defines as a process of emergent meaning 

that results from the comingling of topics. While he does not avoid expressive language and 

discussions of emotional content, Hatten’s hermeneutic claims are consistently grounded in 

quantifiable elements present in the musical score.  

 A similar divergence of perspectives is apparent in the recent narratological work by music 

theorists Michael Klein and Byron Almén. Almén’s 2008 book A Theory of Musical Narrative, 

reviewed below, is an application of Northrop Frye’s narrative archetypes (e.g., romance, tragedy, 

comedy, irony) to the analysis of musical plot.87 His approach correlates James Liszka’s notion of 

“transvaluation,” the reassignment of markedness values over time, with structural elements that 

characterize a musical work’s initial state (order-imposing hierarchy) and the elements that later 
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oppose those them (transgression). Michael Klein responds to Almén’s approach in “Ironic 

Narrative, Ironic Reading,” in which Klein argues that Almén’s hermeneutics are hobbled by their 

prioritization of the signifier over the signified.88 This asserts the position that enculturated musical 

listeners experience meaning immediately, whereas Almén’s approach seems to suggest that 

musical meaning is something that is excavated from the score. Klein develops a similar argument 

in “Musical Story,” his introductory essay to Music and Narrative since 1900.89 There Klein 

emphasizes that narrative cannot exist without story and, echoing Lawrence Kramer’s 

“supplemental” narratology, advocates for viewing music as a vehicle for story-telling and vice-

versa. Topic theory is an area of overlap between Klein and Almén, though Klein places greater 

emphasis on their importance to musical narratology. 

 This section concludes with a review of Seth Monahan’s “Action and Agency Revisited.”90 

I include this article because it addresses the angles of subjectivity inherent to descriptions of 

musical actions, which Monahan accomplishes through evaluation of prior work in musical 

“agency” by Edward T. Cone and Fred Maus.91 He posits a hierarchical model of anthropomorphic 

entities that are commonplace in analytical discourse on music, which Monahan uses it to evaluate 

analytical statements of authors such as Joseph Kerman. While his aim is not to make hermeneutic 

points about specific works, his unpacking of interpretive language provides a critical starting 

point for theoretical discussions of subjectivity.  
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2.4.1: Lawrence Kramer – “Musical Narratology” (1991) 

 Lawrence Kramer’s “Musical Narratology: A Theoretical Outline” begins with an anecdote 

from Lord Byron’s Don Juan in which Byron makes the claim that narrative “begins in infidelity” 

and “abrogates form, social or esthetic, to accommodate experience.”92 This anecdote provides a 

suggests a certain precariousness of narrative-style music analysis that is largely rooted in form—

approaches that were previously problematized by Carolyn Abbate and Jean-Jacques Nattiez. 

Kramer instructs his readers to consider that “the relationship between music and narrative must 

start with the cardinal fact that music can neither be nor perform a narrative,” but he does not 

suggest this to dismiss the application of narrative tools to music. Instead, Kramer considers the 

elements of narratology and the contexts in which they may prove useful for music in a way that 

does not lead to naïve assertions or to “elude secret convictions that music has no meaning.”93 

Kramer’s three elements of musical narratology—narrative, narrativity, and narratography—are 

intended to “short circuit the notion of narrative structure in order to clarify narrative as a mode of 

performance.”94 Kramer generalizes these three elements as such: 

Commonsensically enough, a narrative is an acknowledged story, whether typical 

(an abstract sequence of events repeatedly and variously concretized within a given 

historical frame) or individual (one of the concretizations). Narrativity is the 

dynamic principle, the teleological impulse, that governs a large ensemble of all 

narratives, up to and including the (imaginary) ensemble of all narratives. 

Narrativity is the impetus that powers (what counts culturally as) narrative itself. 

Finally, narratography is the practice of writing through which narrative and 

narrativity are actualized, the discursive performance through which stories 

actually get told. Narratography can be said to govern two broad areas of 

representation: the temporal disposition of events within and between narratives on 

the one hand, and the sources of narrative information—from narrators, characters, 

fictional documents, authorial agency—on the other.95 
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 Kramer elaborates that the fundamental contradiction of musical narratology—the fact that 

music cannot narrate—is implicit in the very definition of these elements. If we understand music 

as system of formal continuity, then it may be difficult to reconcile Kramer’s notion that 

narratography is “a principled means of resistance to continuity and closure.”96 He argues that 

narratography is rewarding in the interpretation of musical works as a means of destabilizing form-

driven notions of how music operates, or “to use Nattiez’s terms, music provokes us to the narrative 

metaphor precisely when it seems to be undercutting its own foundations.” As an example, Kramer 

remarks on Anthony Newcomb’s narratography at work in his writing on Robert Schumann’s 

Carnaval: 

…throughout his essay, Newcomb’s critical practice is totalizing; it produces 

insight by bidding up the value of organization and coherence in the musical work. 

Problematical in any context, this practice is especially problematical when it is 

applied recuperatively, that is, used to install a latent order amid manifest disorder. 

Carnival, Schumann’s guiding idea, does not suggest buried interconnections; it 

suggests flagrant anarchy. […] If [the convergence of structure and chaos] is really 

at work in Carnaval, then, we need to recognize it, not as the principle that binds 

the unruly collection into a formal whole, but as the force that arbitrarily breaks 

down a prior musical whole—an unheard, imaginatively “saturated” inspiration—

into individuated musical aphorisms.97 

 Musical narrativity, which Kramer claims in 1991 is “still a little-explored topic,” 

encompasses the epistemological problems that a narrative may confront.98 He describes three 

particular narrativities in this section: the narrativity of “the uncertain interval between beginnings 

and endings,” citing his own analysis of Brahms’s Op. 119, no. 1; a narrativity that “seeks to define 

and inhabit the gap between knowledge and belief,” in which he cites his own analysis of 

Beethoven Op. 18, no. 6, Finale; and narrativities involving power networks that are “engaged in 

the cultural work of constructing gender identities and the ideological work of enforcing them,” 
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citing Susan McClary.99 The latter frames his hermeneutics on the Beethoven Op. 135 (String 

Quartet in F Major) Finale: 

Given the polar opposition of the Muss es sein? And Es muss sein! Motives, the 

yearning chromaticism of the one and vigorous diatonicism of the other readily 

assimilate themselves to the normative cultural polarity of feminine and masculine. 

If we recognize this further gender-typing, we can hear the course of Beethoven’s 

hard-won resolution as a critique of the hegemonic master-narrative of masculine 

cultural entitlement.100 

Kramer remarks that the lack of harmonic correlation of what he reads as oppositional motives 

“becomes an opportunity rather than a problem” and furthers the cultural codes regarding 

stereotypes of femininity.101 

 Narrative proper, as Kramer explains, is “at once the simplest and, in terms of music, the 

most problematical.”102 He reminds us that music since the late Renaissance has often been used 

as an accompaniment to storytelling and understands the “semiotic logic” that enables the 

connections between music and narrative relies on Jacques Derrida’s notion of “the logic of the 

supplement.” From this perspective, the use of narrative to explain a musical work could be seen 

as “a pertinent but inessential item added to something complete in itself.” However, Derrida is 

productively ambiguous with this term: it could also be seen as “a remedy, an item called on to 

make good a fault or lack.”103 In the case of absolute music, narrative is constructed as a 

“supplement” to the listener’s understanding of the work, while in the case of film or music drama, 

music supplements the pre-existing narrative. As an example of music’s supplementation of 
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narrative, Kramer references Das Rheingold: “why bother to follow all that stuff Wotan is saying 

to Erda when we can just listen to the doom-laden procession of the leitmotives?”104 

Lying somewhere in-between these two genres is Kramer’s supplemental narratography to 

Schubert’s song “Geistes Gruss.” Surprisingly, many of Kramer’s points regarding the work’s 

themes are interpreted with Schenkerian voice-leading principles, but he is not showing how a 

narrative can map onto those principles as much as how a narrative can facilitate reflections on 

those principles: 

By using a microcosm of narrative totality to produce a root-position cadence, he 

makes musical closure a function of narrative authority and projects that authority 

forward to the cadence that ends the song. And by meshing the narrative microcosm 

with a major structural node, he invests narrative authority with a dynamic impetus 

that concretizes itself in the desire for musical closure.105 

Kramer concludes his argument with the notion that narratology in music does not represent 

“forces of structure, but forces of meaning,” and that the two are inherently separate. 

The condition of narrative, as Byron was trying to tell us, is fractious and disorderly. 

Structure and unity are its playthings, and its claims to truth are strongest when 

mixed up most bemusingly with sex and power.106  

2.4.2: Robert Hatten – Musical Meaning in Beethoven (1994) 

Robert Hatten’s 1994 book Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and 

Interpretation presents many semiotic tools that he uses to investigate select piano solo and string 

quartet works by Beethoven—tools which I argue are more widely applicable than just to music 

of European common practice. Hatten’s approach distinguishes the syntactic and semantic levels, 

which are roughly equivalent to the introversive and extroversive modes of semiosis in Agawu, 
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but he facilitates the connection of musical syntax with topical expression through the correlation 

of structural oppositions with expressive oppositions.107 

In Musical Meaning in Beethoven and much of Hatten’s work that follows, this correlation 

is explicated with the evaluative concept of markedness as it is used in linguistics. Markedness 

acknowledges the imbalance of an opposition when placed in the context of a language or a culture; 

the marked pole of the opposition is perceived as the deviation from the default—the unmarked 

pole. For instance, the opposition “good vs. evil” is comprised of the unmarked term “good” (since 

we see people as basically good) and the marked term “evil” (the corruption of the norm). The 

simplest example that Hatten gives of correlation between marked structural oppositions and 

marked expressive oppositions is that of “major tonality vs. minor tonality” correlating with “non-

tragic vs. tragic.” In these oppositions, minor tonality and tragic are both marked because they 

express a narrower range of experience (or affect), while major tonality and non-tragic are 

unmarked due to their wider range of affective states. 108  With this attitude, syntactic (non-topical) 

elements are no longer restricted merely to their meanings within formalist analytical systems, but 

can also contribute to the understanding of a piece’s topical expressivity. 

 Particularly influential in the study of musical topics is Hatten’s notion of topical “troping,” 

in which the perceived combination of two or more topics results in an emergent meaning. The 

term “troping” is used in reference to the literary “trope” (or common metaphor)—suggesting that 

the use of one topic’s meaning to shade the meaning of another is akin to metaphor.109 Rather than 

perceiving the identities of topics used in combination as being preserved, Hatten acknowledges 

that their interaction can force a re-contextualization of their meanings. For example, in the finale 
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of the Hammerklavier Sonata Hatten interprets troping in the fugal combination of the heroic first 

theme and the serene second theme—resulting in the heroic theme being reconceived in terms of 

spiritual resignation.110 The end result of Hatten’s hermeneutics is interpreting the strategic use of 

marked musical elements, topics, and tropes, which give rise to “expressive genres” such as tragic, 

comic, and pastoral, as well as tropes on these genres such as “tragicomic.” While Hatten makes 

references to studies of narrative by literary theorist Northrop Frye, he largely avoids the concept 

of narrative. However, parallels can be drawn between Hatten’s expressive genres and Byron 

Almén’s later application of narrative archetypes to pieces of absolute music.111  

2.4.3: Robert Hatten – Interpreting Musical Gestures (2004) 

 Hatten’s continuation of Musical Meaning in Beethoven is the 2004 book Interpreting 

Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert.112 Part I of Interpreting 

Musical Gestures largely recaps the concepts from Musical Meaning in Beethoven and Part II 

presents Hatten’s work towards a theory of musical gesture. Language regarding gestural content 

is present throughout Musical Meaning in Beethoven (such as in the discussion of “striving” and 

“yielding” gestures), but in the second book Hatten provides a typology of strategic functions.113 

He defines musical gesture specifically as “significant energetic shaping through time” and limits 

his study to surface properties, as opposed reductive gestures spanning longer periods of time.114 

Hatten conceives of two broad types of gestures “stylistic gestures,” conventional gestures within 

a style, and “strategic gestures,” the contextual deployment of marked gestures by a composer. 
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Stylistic gestures provide the “gestural synthesis” for topics but are not strictly topical, while 

strategic gestures serve various functions in shaping the musical discourse.115 Additionally, Hatten 

recalls Peirce’s concepts of firstness, the domain of icons; secondness, the domain of indices; and 

thirdness, the domain of symbols. Within this orientation, Hatten respectively classifies gestures 

by their as qualitative attributes, revealing the attitude of the gesturer; 

dynamic/directional/intentional attributes, revealing reactions, goals and orientations; and their 

symbolic attributes, which rely on conventions or habits of interpretation.116 

 The four types of strategic gestures that Hatten defines are “spontaneous,” “thematic,” 

“dialogical,” and “rhetorical.”  Spontaneous gestures appear to be fresh and original; they have yet 

to be thematized in the work and draw no clear connections to a stylistic formula.117 However, 

Hatten treats these functions dynamically, so a spontaneous gesture might ultimately become a 

thematic gesture, in which it is “foregrounded as significant, thereby gaining identity as a potential 

thematic entity, and…used consistently, typically as the subject of a musical discourse.”118 

Dialogical gestures serve a “conversational” purpose—whether between voices in a texture or 

between semantic elements. They are “suggestive of a conversation among equals (string quartets 

incorporating Haydn’s new style of thematic counterpoint), oppositional ideas (thematic 

dialectics), or oppositions between individuals and larger groups (concertato effects).”119 

Rhetorical gestures are “marked with respect to an otherwise unmarked musical discourse or flow” 

and are “used to foreground stages of an expressive genre, giving it a dramatic or narrative 

character.”120 Though my analytical methodology is not derived directly from Hatten’s approaches 
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in Musical Meaning in Beethoven and Interpreting Musical Gestures, his concepts from these two 

monographs (e.g, markedness, troping, and the strategic functions of gesture) nonetheless shade 

my own hermeneutic discourse.  

2.4.4: Byron Almén – A Theory of Musical Narrative (2008) 

 Byron Almén’s 2008 book A Theory of Musical Narrative is based on the work of literary 

theorist Northrop Frye and later application of Frye’s concept of narrative mythoi (narrative 

archetypes) in the work of semiotician James Jakób Liszka. His approach is quite similar to that 

of Eero Tarasti in his 1994 book A Theory of Musical Semiotics, in which Tarasti applies the 

narrative theories of semiotician Algirdas Julien Greimas. However, Almén’s approach is far more 

accessible and benefits from following the scholarship of Hatten, Monelle, and Michael Klein, 

whose 2004 article “Chopin’s Fourth Ballade as Musical Narrative” urges that the study of musical 

narrative cannot neglect the semantic elements (topics, cultural codes) of a musical text.121 The key 

component to Almén’s theory is Liszka’s concept of “transvaluation,” which is the “change in 

markedness and rank with a cultural hierarchy over time.”122 The teleology of work is thus 

described (metaphorically) in terms of the transvaluation of cultural values, of which there are four 

realization strategies (narrative archetypes). 

 Liszka encodes Frye’s archetypes of romance, comedy, tragedy, and irony in terms of a 

questioning of cultural values. In these terms, the anatomy of narrative is based on an “order-

imposing hierarchy,” which characterizes the state of the story’s beginning, and the transgressive 

elements that act upon that hierarchy as the story unfolds. The four narrative archetypes are distinct 

from one another on the basis of the outcome of this cultural crisis. Romance and comedy are 
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associated with victory (in which the positively viewed agent claims rank at the end of the work), 

while tragedy and irony are associated with defeat (in which the positively viewed pole is 

outranked by its negative). The archetypes can also be grouped into the binary of return vs. 

transformation: romance and tragedy feature returns to an initial state (a positively or negatively 

viewed order, respectively) while comedy and tragedy feature a transformation into a positively or 

negatively viewed state, respectively.123 

 The analytical application of Almén’s theory involves the association of syntactic, topical, 

or gestural features with the poles of this order-transgression opposition. Almén describes this 

process as unfolding on two distinct levels: the “agential” and the “actantial.” The agential level 

reveals “the perceived hierarchy of cultural values as they are enacted according to medium-

specific rules,” while the actantial level “tracks the changes in markedness and rank that are due 

to…mutual interactions between units.”124 As Hatten mentions in Interpreting Musical Gestures, 

“rhetorical gestures” aid the audible salience of a musical narrative because they gesturally depict 

a clear opposition.  Rhetorical gestures are thus a useful tool for pinpointing moments that are 

likely to be meaningful through the interpreter’s master signifiers (or text-organizing signs) and 

are thus crucial to the salience of any order-transgression opposition. Regardless, Almén’s theory 

presents one particular perspective on musical hermeneutics which is quite deeply rooted in 

traditional Western notions of narrative. It is an exercise in categorizing forms of narrative 

interpretations (e.g., romance, comedy, tragedy, irony) rather than an exercise in structuring the 

process of narrative interpretation, as in Kramer’s “Musical Narratology.” 
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2.4.5: Michael Klein – “Ironic Narrative, Ironic Reading” (2009) 

 Michael Klein’s 2009 Journal of Music Theory article “Ironic Narrative, Ironic Reading” 

investigates the theoretical basis for ironic narratives in Northrop Frye’s “Archetypal Criticism: A 

Theory of Criticism” and contributes to the understanding of the “underexplored” ironic narrative 

in music.125 This is explained in the context of Almén’s A Theory of Musical Narrative, which 

Klein’s discourse supplements from the perspective of musical narrative as a listening strategy 

(hence “ironic reading”). Klein structures his arguments around analysis of three works from the 

tonal canon which he reads ironically (or as ironies): Chopin’s Nocturne in B, op. 32, no. 1; 

Chopin’s Second Ballade in F, op. 3, no. 38; and Brahms’s Rhapsody in E-Flat, op. 119, no. 4. 

The common thread in Klein’s study is a study of ironic musical narratives as rooted in the 

narrativity of ideological failure. 

 Klein introduces three common strategies that he associates with musical irony through the 

topical reading of “recitative” in Chopin’s nocturne: 

Standing outside the frame of the preceding music, the nocturne’s recitative 

performs many of the functions common to irony. First, the recitative is a distancing 

device, looking down on the nocturne from above, inviting us to step away from 

the music and observe it as a completed action, a narrative. Second, the ironic 

recitative uncovers the conventional, highlighting the nocturnal expression as a 

musical code that always faces the possibility of emptiness. Third, as an ironic 

commentary on the nocturne, the recitative aligns itself with blindness and insight 

by asking us to see the ideology of the nocturne as an ideology. […] Fourth, the 

irony of the nocturne’s final passage challenges our notion of narrative as a logical 

emplotment of events.126 

Klein suggests that, for ironic narratives to be experiential in music, a moment of failure in the 

movement must act as a “master signifier” that forces a rereading of the work’s prior events. Frye’s 

ironic narrative archetype is unique in that the other three archetypes rely on oppositions between 
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ideologies, while an irony’s metaphysical structure opposes the ideology of ideological opposition 

itself.127 

 In addition to supplementing the previous notions of musical irony, Klein also criticizes 

Almén’s approach by largely echoing Kramer: 

Almén tends to privilege syntax in developing musical narratives: we track 

harmonies, voice leading, and formal structures as if they were agents in a musical 

plot. As thrilling as it can be to see music’s “full analogy to our inner life” in the 

unfolding of music’s syntactic structure [Schenker], such narratives can downplay 

the extent to which music is involved in promoting or denying cultural values, 

which is one of the functions of narrative.128 

Klein counters that the primary focus of musical narratography ought to be fixated on music’s 

“conventions of meaning: its topoi, genres, intertexts, and codes.”129 We do not perceive music 

from the level of the signifier and then proceed to the signified: we perceive everything all at once. 

For this reason, Hatten’s “topical field,” or contextual musical opposition involving a topic, is 

prioritized as the focus of musical narratography—largely because it engages with cultural content 

that is necessary to support the notion of “promoting or denying cultural values.” 

2.4.6: Michael Klein – “Musical Story” (2013) 

 The 2013 book Music and Narrative since 1900, edited by Michael Klein and Nicholas 

Reyland, features analytical discourse on a diverse body of music—including early modernism, 

minimalism, spectralism, and even popular music—all discussed in terms of musical narrative. 

Klein’s introductory essay to the text depicts a utopia in which questions of the validity of 

approaching music in narratological terms have all been dispelled and the scholarly community 

unanimously heralds the virtues of musical story-telling. 
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Instantly and magically, we all happily accept multiple views of musical narrative 

as an unfolding of affective states (Tarasti, Maus, Klein), or the tracking of 

hierarchical relationships (Almén, Grabócz, Tarasti), or the response to music’s 

unruly surface (McDonald, Klein), or simply as an intentional act of perception 

(Maus, Reyland).  Further, we never invoke narrative simply to resuscitate a lost 

and enchanted form of structuralism (Kramer, McClary), except when we do 

(Meelberg, Grabócz, Almén).  Despite the granting of our first wish, we all agree 

that music is only narrative-like (Abbate, Nattiez), except when we find it 

especially useful to think of musics as undeniably narrative through and through 

(Tarasti, Almén, Reyland, Samuels, and, well, everybody else).  Anything goes in 

this new narrative world.130 

The point to be taken from this utopia is that the study of musical narrative is and must remain a 

pluralistic discipline. Klein’s story-telling muse then grants him and the scholars of musical 

narrative a structuring of the narrative capacities of music after 1900—conveniently packaged in 

the Greimasian semiotic square. 

In the top left corner (she explains), we have music that largely accepts the tonal, 

topical, and thematic premises of the nineteenth century […] This music is 

undeniably narrative (or narrative-like in our newly made world) […] Down to the 

right in the opposing corner, we have the contrary: non-narrative.  Here we find 

music with no tonality, no themes, no sense of causality or transformation, no 

organizing principle whatsoever […] Just below the narrative one we find a 

category for any new narrative discourse: let’s call this corner neo-narrative.  Here 

is music in search of new ways to tell stories. […] Finally, above the non-narrative 

corner, we find a fourth possibility for music that serves as the critique of 

nineteenth-century narrative discourse, or what Pasler calls anti-narrative.131 

The Muse then produces a second semiotic square, in which Frye’s narrative archetypes have 

been mapped onto the initial map of narrative discourse: 

Thus a narrative discourse is a romantic one, a neo-narrative is comic (a confirmation 

through new means), an anti-narrative is ironic (to use one discourse while meaning 

another), and to a storyteller like me a non-narrative can only be tragic.132 
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Though Klein’s use of the semiotic square is certainly tongue-in-cheek, it does highlight an 

important critical point—that the lack of a common practice inclines music of the twentieth and 

twenty-first centuries toward neo-narrative and anti-narrative. In Klein’s own voice, rather than 

that of his whimsical muse, he expresses twelve summarizing points that adequately capture his 

polemical stance: 

1. Narrative lends us a set of metaphors for understanding music. 

2. We can study each of these metaphors on their own, or we can put them together 

into something like a narrative. 

3. These metaphors may use tonality as a signifier, but tonality alone does not 

signify narrative. 

4. Tonality is more like the reigning ideology of musical narrative before 1900. 

5. These metaphors only make up narrative discourse. 

6. One cannot get from discourse directly to story; one simply just jumps into the 

story. 

7. A narrative without a story is no narrative (amen, sisters and brothers). 

8. Music after 1900 often turns away from the narratives of success in order to tell 

the stories we expect of modernism: question modernity, respond to alienation, 

ironize the past, and so on. 

9. Topics can get us into the musical story. 

10. In the end, though, finding the musical story is a hermeneutic act. 

11. Tell stories.133 

Though it is not included in his list, Klein mentions a twelfth point: “Always historicize!” This is 

not intended to be an affront to new musicology, but rather as a reminder to analysts not to lose 

the signified by focusing all attention of the signifier. The lessons of Klein’s essay are perhaps 

many, but arguably the most crucial is that—in both the creation and interpretation of music—

there is no single way to tell a story. 
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2.4.7: Seth Monahan – “Action and Agency Revisited” (2013) 

 Seth Monahan’s “Action and Agency Revisited” is an attempt to reconcile concepts from 

the divergent agential theories of Edward T. Cone and Fred E. Maus.134 Monahan critiques the 

latter for largely attending to the poietic potential of agential ascriptions in a “chaotic” manner, 

“regulated only by the analyst’s whim.”135 Despite the fact that this may inevitably be true of any 

agential reading of music (recalling Derrida’s notion of “supplement”), Monahan’s objectives in 

this article are to parse the hierarchies and consistencies of a shifting agential locus. He 

acknowledges that ascriptive ambiguities, such as that between an historical composer and a 

fictionalized “composer,” and admits that “actual analytical writing eludes or confounds the 

categories and norms proposed.”136 

 Monahan’s hierarchy rightfully starts with the analyst, through which any agential 

ascription is ultimately attributed, at the top of this hierarchy. Proceeding downward in Monahan’s 

hierarchy, one reaches the levels of the “fictional composer,” the “work-persona” (a “single 

unbroken consciousness” whose “awareness is limited to the musical past and the present”), and 

hierarchies of “individuated elements” such as themes and motives.137 Using Joseph Kerman’s 

agential descriptions of the opening to Beethoven’s op. 132 (String Quartet in A Minor) as one 

example, Monahan explicates his agential hierarchy. He captures Kerman’s points in the following 

statements: 

(1) The movement opens with “confrontation” between two individuated elements: 

a “cantus firmus” topos and “march” theme. 

 

                                                
134 Seth Monahan, “Action and Agency Revisited,” Journal of Music Theory 57/2 (2013): 321–371. See 

also Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974); and Fred E. Maus, 

“Music as Drama,” Music Theory Spectrum 10 (1989): 56–73. 
135 Monahan, “Action and Agency,” 323. 
136 Ibid., 353. 
137 Ibid., 328. 
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(2) The primary theme suffers a “crisis of nervous indecision” based on its internal 

contrasts. 

(3) The work-persona struggles to “endure” and “control” a “condition of 

suffering" stemming from its internal contrasts. 

(4) A fictional Beethoven uses this “play of extreme contrasts” for a desired 

musical effect.138 

In Point 1, Kerman’s “confrontation” ascribes agency to the individuated elements (the “cantus 

firmus” topos and the “march” theme). Point 2 also expresses an agency of individuated elements, 

but on the next level of hierarchy—giving the “P-theme” a higher agential status. In Point 3, 

Kerman ascribes agency to the work-persona, who experiences the “condition of suffering” 

suggested by the “internal contrasts” of the P-theme. In point 4, Kerman provides the fictional 

Beethoven with agency and intentionality to create a “desired musical affect.”139 

 While Monahan’s article is not directly about narrative, it is clear what are the 

narratological implications of this hierarchical attitude toward ascriptions of agency, as well as the 

theory’s compatibility with Almén’s approach to narratology. It is invaluable in the questions that 

it poses for musical hermeneutics, particularly those regarding the utility of agential hierarchy if 

musical agency is ultimately product of the analyst’s consciousness. Can one have both the tight-

knit hierarchies suggested by Monahan and the poietic nuance of Maus? Regardless, Monahan’s 

hopes that this work provides “a springboard for more precise and rigorous thinking about the 

agency tropes that have pervaded our discourse for two centuries” are certainly realized in this 

provocative essay.   

2.5: Methodological Outline 

The purpose of this section is to, first, explain how Peirce’s theory of signs and the 

reviewed literature on topic theory contribute to my study of hard bop’s topics in Chapter Three, 

                                                
138 Ibid., 344. 
139 Ibid., 344–345. 
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and second, to provide an overview of concepts from Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus 

that contribute to my hermeneutic reading of the Jazz Messengers’ “One by One” in Chapter Four. 

In Chapter Four, these concepts are used to supplement traditional Schenkerian analysis to support 

the narrativity that I read into the recording. Though Chapter Five largely points to how these 

concepts might be explored in cultural criticism, the semiotic principles remain relevant in those 

discussions as well.  

2.5.1: A Global Perspective on Topical Semiosis 

A common misconception about the distinction between music and language is that 

“language is the paradigm of semantic precision, while music signifies only in a generalized 

way.”140 However, neither literary nor musical texts directly reference the external world. 

Following Benveniste, Monelle tells us: 

The signifier cannot mean a pre-existent natural thing. Music, then, is not opposed 

to language in being unable to represent the real world; on the contrary, it shares 

this feature with language. […] If musical signification fails to evoke a real world, 

then it fails just as language fails. If it signifies only intratextually, referring to a 

world which is brought into being by the text itself, then it shares this feature with 

literature. It is never a social discourse, and it has no pragmatics.141 

Musical signs, like linguistic signs, ultimately signify “cultural units”—meaning that a sign can 

only point to something that is constructed by a culture.142 Any notion of musical “semantics” is 

likely only related to linguistic semantics in this capacity. Musical gestures can “mean” something 

if they carry culturally habituated associations—ranging from Hatten’s interpretation of ascending 

gestures as icons of “striving” to Sarah Day O’Connell’s characterization of the “singing style” as 

a symbol of “the feminine, the amateur, domestic space, nature, simplicity, beauty, and 

                                                
140 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 11. 
141 Ibid., 12–3. 
142 Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1978), 72. 
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sociability.”143 The enrichment of interpretation that results from the reading of musical topics is 

hardly deniable, but topical readings themselves are likely to be a constant source of disagreement. 

Positing topics for new repertories requires an interpretive leap that cannot be achieved without 

the proposed topics having a degree of personal significance for the author. Because of this 

subjectivity, I propose a stylistically global model of topical semiosis (Figure 2.1) as a structural 

safe-haven for correlating new topics with meanings.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: 

Model of Topical Signification: From Markedness to Meaning 

 

If the listener is enculturated to the degree that topics carry meaning for him or her, then 

Figure 2.1 does not reflect the immediacy of the topic’s meaning but expresses how one could 

substantiate the interpretation of a musical configuration as topical. One or more marked elements, 

or “figurae,” coalesce into the topic (from Rumph), which is most immediately an icon of an 

external musical style (from Mirka). The imitated style indexes certain social contexts and 

                                                
143 Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 284–286; Sarah Day O’Connell, “The Singing Style,” in The 

Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 254. 
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functions (from Mirka), and this semiotic link supports the topic’s capacity to symbolize an 

expressive meaning (following Monelle). Nothing about musical topics as semiotic entities 

suggests that their relevance be restricted to the European art-music traditions that to which topic 

theory is almost exclusively applied. If one accepts topic theory to be the investigation of 

“symbolism in style icons,” without including an explicit exclusion of non-European traditions, 

then there is no need to require a unique terminology for methodologically identical studies outside 

that body of music. 

John Covach’s “Pangs of History,” reviewed in Chapter One, provides an example of 

analytical inquiry that addresses all the semiotic concerns of the topic theorist without explicitly 

referring to them. This is largely due to the fact nearly all the topic theory literature that informs 

my semiotic model was published after Covach’s essay. The dated clean guitar tone, 60s organ 

sound, handclaps, and vocal hiccups invoked by The Cars in “My Best Friend’s Girl” are marked 

with respect to what Covach sees as 1970s corporate-rock defaults, giving them status as figurae 

that point to a “50s rock” topic. The music associated with such a topic is typically associated with 

malt shops, drive-in movies, and other teenage destinations. This association gives rise to the topic 

as a symbol of “faux-naïveté”—suggesting an idyllic time when innocent appearances masked 

less-than innocent behaviors.144 

The Cars’ references to pre-psychedelic rock are meaningful in the same sense that 

Mozart’s references to military music are meaningful: they are both musically intertextual and rely 

on cultural codes to have any meaning. Similarly, the typology of topics from the hard-bop that I 

explicate in Chapter Three relies on this notion that the significance of musical topics does not 

                                                
144 John Covach, “Pangs of History in Late 1970s New-Wave Rock,” in Analyzing Popular Music, ed. 

Allan Moore (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 188. 
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arise from specific practices within the European tonal tradition. Rather, I see topics as something 

more musically universal than that suggested by Ratner’s initial scope. Implicit in this stance is 

the acknowledgement that topic theory is more of an interpretive strategy than an excavation of 

meaningful “truths” in the music. 

2.5.2: Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari – A Thousand Plateaus 

 Following Anti-Oedipus (1972), A Thousand Plateaus (1980) is the second collaboration 

of philosopher Gilles Deleuze and psychoanalyst, philosopher, and semiologist Félix Guattari that 

completes their two-volume work Capitalism and Schizophrenia. The topics of A Thousand 

Plateaus are numerous, ranging from psychoanalysis, linguistics, and sign systems to biology and 

botany. It is “composed not of chapters but of ‘plateaus,’ [which] may be read independently of 

one another, except the conclusion, which should be read at the end.”145 Their poststructuralist 

attitude is evident from the introduction (“Rhizome”), excerpted here: 

A book has neither object nor subject; it is made of variously formed matters, and 

very different dates and speeds. To attribute the book to a subject is to overlook this 

working of matters, and the exteriority of their relations. It is to fabricate a 

beneficent God to explain geological movements. […] A book is an 

assemblage…and as such is unattributable. It is a multiplicity.146 

Deleuze and Guattari’s view on what a text “is” contributes to the attractiveness of their concepts 

for hermeneutic application to jazz. The concepts discussed below somewhat unpack the 

multiplicities that arise from viewing the musical work not as the result of a process, but as a 

process itself. A Thousand Plateaus has garnered its fair share of criticisms, many of which may 

be attributed to Deleuze and Guattari’s seemingly intentional opacity.147 For present purposes, I 

                                                
145 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Author’s Note for A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and 

Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987). 
146 Ibid., 3–4. 
147 See Alan Sokal and Jean Bricmont, Fashionable Nonsense: Postmodern Intellectuals’ Abuse of Science 

(New York: Picador, 1999), 168; Timothy Laurie, “Epistemology as Politics and the Double-Bind of Border 
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will greatly simplify their concepts and present them as poles in a continuum; however, these 

seeming oppositions are not mutually exclusive and may, by structuralist standards, paradoxically 

exist within one another. (That is, the view of these phenomena is subject to parallax: one’s 

perspective is consequential to understanding the object in question.)  

 Deleuze and Guattari’s notions of smooth and striated spaces are named after concepts 

from the writings of Pierre Boulez. Boulez uses the terms to describe musical time; smooth time 

lacks clear partitioning, recursion, and hierarchy while striated time is what we may think of as 

traditionally metered music.148 My invocation of Deleuze and Guattari’s terminology should not 

be confused with that of Boulez, because their application is much broader (and is not confined to 

music): 

Smooth space and striated space—nomad space and sedentary space—…are not of 

the same nature. No sooner do we note a simple opposition between the two kinds 

of space than we must indicate a much more complex difference by virtue of which 

the successive terms of the oppositions fail to coincide entirely. […] we must 

remind ourselves that the two spaces in fact exist only in mixture: smooth space is 

constantly being translated, transversed into a striated space; striated space is 

constantly being reversed, returned to a smooth space.149 

By describing the two types of spaces as “nomadic” (smooth) and “sedentary” (striated), Deleuze 

and Guattari illustrate the fact that smooth space is unrestricted and free-flowing while striated 

space is structured and limited. Though these terms seem oppositional, consider the flow of a river. 

The water inhabits smooth space while the geography that concentrates the flow of water is a 

striated space; the two are thus relatively distinct but nonetheless inseparable. In applying the 

concepts to the critique of a jazz improvisation, solos that are exceedingly spontaneous, “out,” and 

                                                
Thinking: Lévi-Strauss, Deleuze and Guattari, Mignolo,” Portal: Journal of Multidisciplinary International Studies 

9/2 (2012): 1–20; and Roger Scruton, Fools, Frauds, and Firebrands: Thinkers of the New Left (London: 
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148 Pierre Boulez, Boulez on Music Today, trans. Susan Bradshaw and Richard Rodney Bennett (London: 

Faber and Faber, 1971), 93. 
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non-topical reflect smoothness and are suggestive of innovation, while square phrasing, topics, 

and motivic repetition reflect striation and suggest conventional stylization. 

 Building on the notion of smooth and striated spaces, one can generalize Deleuze and 

Guattari’s notion of territorialization may be understood as simply the construction of a striated 

space (a territory). Deterritorialization is the “movement by which ‘one’ leaves the territory” and 

traverses smooth space.150 In relative deterritorialization, this is followed by reterritorialization, 

the reconstruction of a territory in a new way. By viewing texts as assemblages, or groups of 

territories, Deleuze and Guattari problematize the treatment of texts as objects. In his recent article 

“Time, Territorialization, and Improvisational Spaces” Chris Stover suggests that these processes 

give rise to Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of the refrain in jazz improvisation.151 This term also 

carries musical baggage, but should not be assumed in their context. According to Stover: 

Refrain and ritornello are of course technical musical terms. But it remains unclear, 

through all of these efforts to discover or invent a Deleuzian musical apparatus, 

exactly what the Deleuzian refrain is. One way to approach the concept of the 

refrain is, once again, to invert the question, to set aside the ontological “What 

is…?” and begin with the actions that Deleuze and Guattari’s refrain invokes.152  

 

From the three scenarios that Deleuze and Guattari depict in the plateau “1837: Of the Refrain,” 

Stover suggests that the refrain is constituted of three actions: establishing a safe point, forming a 

perimeter around the point, and drawing lines of flight (deterritorialization) away from the point.153 

In Chapter Four, I show how the blues topic takes part in the actions of the refrain (in the Deleuzian 

and Guattarian sense) over the course of “One by One.” 

                                                
150 Ibid., 508. 
151 Chris Stover, “Time, Territorialization, and Improvisational Spaces,” Music Theory Online 23/1 (2017): 
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 Michael Klein invokes Deleuze and Guattari’s territorial assemblage to describe Debussy’s 

L’Isle joyeuse as a multiplicity of narrative desires.154 For Klein, this makes L’Isle joyeuse a text 

that cannot be reduced to any single narrative. In resistance to a master narrative reading, Klein 

asserts: 

For L’Isle joyeuse to become, it must create milieus barely imagined when Debussy 

first put pen to page. For it to continue to reach its moment of ecstatic expression, 

L’Isle joyeuse must form new assemblages we have yet to see and hear. L’Isle 

joyeuse cannot rest on the intransitive IS.155 

 

By viewing L’Isle joyeuse in this fashion, the importance that Klein places on intertextuality is 

given due consideration. While Klein does not explicitly argue that music ought to generally be 

viewed in this fashion, I find this perspective widely appealing. In my analysis of “One by One,” 

I approach the work as an assemblage, but unlike Klein, I do not emphasize the psychoanalytic 

aspects that he draws from Deleuze and Guattari’s first collaboration Anti-Oedipus. My objective 

in applying Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts is rather to suggest a narrativity tied to the actions of 

the refrain, but not to articulate any particular narrative (or body of narratives).   

2.6: Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, I have contextualized my approach to topic theory and hermeneutic 

analytical strategies within the existing literature on these subjects. I have demonstrated how 

Peircean semiotics, as it has been applied by topic theorists, reveals the broader relevance of topical 

thinking toward non-European musical traditions. By invoking the work of Deleuze and Guattari, 

I follow Chris Stover’s and Michael Klein’s positions that approaching music as an ongoing 

process rather than a stable product is more rewarding to an appropriately postmodern mindset. 
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While Klein and Almén have found value in narrative readings of Western Art Music, I remain 

unconvinced that this is an appropriate metaphor for improvised jazz. I argue that the notion of 

narrativity without narrative, as I explore in my analysis of “One by One,” offers a manner of 

thinking about transient meaningful vectors without suggesting any master trajectory, not unlike 

Klein’s notion of “neo-narrative.” Though the music of the hard-bop movement is consistently my 

musical subject, the content presented in Chapters Three and Four is primarily an examination of 

hermeneutic listening strategies. I must be clear that the topics I describe in hard bop are not an 

excavation (or pretending to be an excavation) of historical perspectives on the music. Likewise, 

the narrativity I read in “One by One” is not a property of the music; it is a supplement that I find 

productive for reading the music.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

 

READING TOPICS IN HARD BOP 
 

 

3.1: Introduction 

Drawing distinctions between, styles, sub-styles, or genres of music is a consistently flawed 

but inescapable reality for musicians, critics, and casual listeners alike. Perhaps a Deleuzian 

reading of the metaphysics behind the construction and deconstruction of style categories would 

be most appropriate; but I will instead limit my points to merely this: (1) Style labels (e.g, jazz, 

rock, hip hop), like topics, at best point to an icon of a musical practice. (2) Styles are defined more 

by what they “are not” than what they “are,” though any binarisms are unlikely to be unanimously 

accepted (nor should they be). (3) Style categories nonetheless shade historical discourses on 

music—giving them symbolic value. For instance, how can the term “bebop” simultaneously apply 

to the output of unique artists like Thelonious Monk and Miles Davis? We certainly do not accept 

that the style category captures everything about the players associated with it, but we rely on 

labels to recognize the marked features of exceptional artistic personalities.  

The generalized definition of “bebop” relies on recognition of its rejection of the 

mainstream ideology of swing music. Similarly, “cool jazz” is defined as the alternative to bebop 

(“hot jazz”) and hard bop is again a rejection of cool jazz’s restraint.156 It goes without saying that 

many artists navigated the boundaries between these styles and that no individual artist’s output is 

adequately captured by a single categorization. However, the process of categorizing reveals 

cultural biases that are not only unavoidable; they are the very foundation of any historical 
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narrative. With these assumptions in mind, I will offer a perspective on the cultural and stylistic 

context from which the hard-bop movement emerged. 

3.2: Hard Bop’s Cultural and Stylistic Context 

Bebop was an artistic movement of the 1940s that elevated jazz from its popular status as 

dance music in the 1930s to a heady, virtuosic medium that prioritized individuality and artistic 

advancement. Unlike the big bands of the swing days, the stripped-down quintet of saxophone, 

trumpet, piano, bass, and drums was typical of bebop. The style’s formative collaborations took 

place in after-hours jam sessions at Minton’s Playhouse in Harlem and later spread to the 52nd 

Street scene in Manhattan. Among its foremost figures are saxophonist Charlie “Bird” Parker, 

trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie, pianists Thelonious Monk and Bud Powell, and drummer Roy Haines. 

Scott DeVeaux writes: 

More and more talented musicians disengaged from the touring dance orchestras, 

finding temporary refuge in small-combo jobs or disappearing from the business 

for a time. Some were aware of the ‘‘progressive’’ idiom taking shape at Minton’s 

and Monroe’s, or had begun to see the possibilities for an alternative music scene, 

and formed a conscious decision to be a part of it. But for many more, dropping out 

was a visceral reaction to things as they were, unpremeditated and impervious to 

rational argument. This state of frustration, anger, and weariness was the necessary 

precondition for the emergence of bebop.157 

Bebop came to be a source of musical elitism, so naturally, record companies were not terribly 

successful at pushing the recordings on mainstream audiences (despite attempts to appeal to 

majority audiences with albums like Bird with Strings). The market for jazz records in the early 

1950s came to be dominated by “cool jazz,” described by Samuel Floyd Jr. as “highly structured, 

highly calculated, low-intensity music.”158 Floyd states, quite frankly, that: 
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…in spite of the spiritual vacuity of most cool jazz—as evidenced by its paucity of 

ring traits—its acceptance by the young white and black college students of the 

1950s, as a result of the widespread successes of the Modern Jazz Quartet, the Dave 

Brubeck Quartet, the Australian Jazz Quintet, and other such aggregations, had 

made jazz more respectable in “proper” (that is, white) social circles.159  

The proliferation of the “cool” aesthetic limited bebop players’ abilities to earn a living, 

but by the mid-1950s many beboppers had turned to a new urban school of jazz that absorbed the 

sounds of rhythm ‘n’ blues and soul into the headiness of bebop discourse.160 Gene Seymour cites 

the 1954 sessions released under the title A Night at Birdland with the Art Blakey Quintet as the 

first hard-bop recording, but Floyd points to the 1954 sessions (that later amounted to Miles 

Davis’s LP Walkin’) as the movement’s incipience:161 

In 1954 Davis recorded “Blue and Boogie” and, on the reverse side, “Walkin’.” 

This latter tune marked his return to bebop, but it was bop with a harder sound. 

These renditions…signaled a return the values of the ring, and some of the then-

unique sounds in “Walkin’” were to become clichés of what came to be known as 

“hard bop.”162 

“Hard bop,” a symbol which Floyd insightfully describes as “a catchall expression for an 

experimental return to the use of basic ring tropes,” was simultaneously an evolution and 

diversification of bebop that largely took place in New York and Philadelphia.163 It was 

“expressive…sometimes bleak, often tormented, but always cathartic; and it was ‘bad’…in the 

sense that James Brown was ‘bad.’”164 

                                                
159 Ibid., 167. 
160 David Rosenthal, Hard Bop: Jazz and Black Music 1955–1965 (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1992), 23. 
161 Seymour, “Hard Bop,” 376; The personnel on A Night at Birdland consists of trumpeter Clifford Brown, 

saxophonist Lou Donaldson, pianist Horace Silver, bassist Curley Russell, and drummer Art Blakey.  
162 Floyd, The Power of Black Music, 180; The personnel on the 1954 Miles Davis recordings of “Blue and 

Boogie” and “Walkin’” consists of trumpeter Miles Davis, saxophonist “Lucky” Thompson, trombonist J.J. 

Johnson, pianist Horace Silver, bassist Percy Heath, and drummer Kenny Clarke. 
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By elevating the value of groove and riff, hard bop was a sharp reaction to the “spiritual 

vacuity” of cool jazz and a reconsideration of bebop elitism: its protagonists and audiences 

considered it “both ‘art’ (in the Western sense of the term) and background music for partying.”165 

Though the salience of blues and gospel may account for much of hard-bop’s aesthetic, many 

recordings also featured references to earlier periods of jazz history and to Afro-Cuban and 

Brazilian styles. For artists such as trumpeter Lee Morgan, saxophonist “Cannonball” Adderley, 

and organist Jimmy Smith, hard bop served as a pivot into a new mainstream sound that was later 

dubbed “soul jazz.”166  Hard bop’s legacy lies not only in the hundreds of classic recordings from 

the period, but also in its broadening of jazz’s stylistic palette that set precedence for later genres 

of free jazz, fusion, and the pantheon of eclectic jazz genres that emerged during the last quarter 

of the century. Table 3.1 provides a select list of jazz recording artists that were, in whole or in 

part, associated with the hard-bop movement. 

Despite the individuality of expression that bebop promoted, the style exhibits some default 

characteristics. Bebop harmonic structures are essentially tonal, continuing the jazz tradition of 

absorbing and reinventing the syntax of American popular music.167 However, chord voicings 

including sevenths, ninths, and thirteenths are typically treated in a consonant manner, similar to 

that of triads in common-practice music. These “tensions” represent an unmarked default for bop, 

unlike the controlled treatment of such sonorities as dissonances in European tonality.168 Table 3.2 

outlines the general bebop defaults that I use as a point of departure for isolating topical figurae in 

hard bop, organized by parameters related to melody (whether in the pre-composed “heads” or  

                                                
165 Ibid. 
166 Notable soul jazz albums include The Cannonball Adderley Quintet in San Francisco (1959), Jimmy 

Smith’s The Sermon (1959), and Lee Morgan’s The Sidewinder (1964). 
167 William Youngren, “The European Roots of Jazz,” in The Oxford Companion to Jazz, ed. Bill Kirchner 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 19–21. 
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Table 3.1: 

Select Jazz Recording Artists Associated with Hard Bop (c. 1954–65) 

 

Saxophone: 

“Cannonball” Adderley 

Gene Ammons 

John Coltrane 

Lou Donaldson 

Benny Golson 

Joe Henderson 

Hank Mobley 

Sonny Rollins 

Wayne Shorter 

“Lucky” Thompson 

 

Trumpet: 

Clifford Brown 

Donald Byrd 

Miles Davis 

Kenny Dorham 

Art Farmer 

Freddie Hubbard 

“Blue” Mitchell 

Lee Morgan 

 

Trombone: 

Jimmy Cleveland 

Curtis Fuller 

Wayne Henderson 

J.J. Johnson 

 

Guitar: 

Kenny Burrell 

Wes Montgomery 

 

Piano: 

Tadd Dameron 

“Red” Garland 

Elmo Hope 

Wynton Kelly 

Thelonious Monk 

Horace Silver 

Bobby Timmons 

“Mal” Waldron 

Cedar Walton 

Bass: 

Paul Chambers 

Percy Heath 

Jymie Merritt 

Charles Mingus 

Curley Russell 

Reggie Workman 

Drums: 

Art Blakey 

Kenny Clarke 

Jimmy Cobb 

Elvin Jones 

“Philly” Joe Jones 

Max Roach 

 

 

improvised solos), general approaches to rhythmic feel and harmonic progressions, comping style 

(middle- to upper-range chordal accompaniment from piano or, less typically, guitar), and groove 

strategies for the bassist and drummer. Musical elements that deviate from these defaults are thus 

marked, but this does not suggest that these marked elements are exceptionally rare or undesired. 

Recall Hatten’s reading of the minor mode as marked in the Classical style; the fact that the minor 

mode is described as marked does not mean that it is a rarity—just simply a deviation from a 

default.  
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3.3: Vernacular Topics 

Regarding the emergence of a hard-bop sound, Amiri Baraka (then Leroi Jones) writes in 

1963: 

Amidst the cellos, flutes, fugues, and warmed-over popular ballads of the cool, there was 

evident, mostly among Negro musicians, a conscious, and many times affected, “return to 

the roots,” as it has been called so often […]169 

The appeal to rhythm ‘n’ blues sensibilities by groups like Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers were not 

unanimously praised in jazz publications such as Down Beat. Despite the seemingly reverent tone 

of the previous quote, Baraka also critiques the style as a “debilitation of the most impressive ideas 

to come out of bebop.”170 Similarly, critic Martin Williams remarks in 1959: 

The gradual dominance of the Eastern and then national scene in jazz by the so-called “hard 

bop” and “funky” school has shocked many commentators and listeners. The movement 

has been called regressive, self-conscious, monotonous, and even contrived.171 

These elitist critiques stem from the perception that the hard-bop movement had somehow 

impeded the developments set in motion by bebop in the 1940s. As is true of most artistic 

experiments, they are often perceived more positively in retrospect. In Freedom Sounds, Ingrid 

Monson writes of bop’s “return to the roots”: 

If freedom and excellence were the goals, the synthesis of African-American 

musical traditions and modernism accomplished by these musical visionaries 

symbolically encapsulated the dreams of the civil rights and black nationalist 

movements in ways that leading white musicians could not. Despite the common 

assumption that only the “music itself” should count in the evaluation of excellence, 

musicians, audiences, and critics responded to the entire complex of sound, image, 

and cultural symbolism.172  

 

 

                                                
169 Jones, Blues People, 216. 
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171 Martin Williams, The Art of Jazz: Ragtime to Be-Bop (New York: Da Capo Press, 1959), 233. 
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The “cultural symbolism” that Monson values is arguably the most powerful in hard bop’s iconic 

representations of blues and gospel (i.e., topics).  

 

Table 3.2: 

Unmarked Defaults in Bop 

 

Rhythm: “Swung” beat divisions. Degree of unevenness affected by tempo and 

groove—ranging from 2:1 (triplets) at slower tempos to much closer to 1:1 

in faster tunes. 

Melody: “Vertical” melodies outlining extended tertian chords from underlying 

changes. Largely diatonic within local tonicization. 

Harmony: Functional progressions (II7–V7–I7), frequently interpolated within larger 

harmonic motions. 

Comping: Sparse, syncopated rhythms with chord voicings based on seventh or added-

sixth chords (typically with added ninths, elevenths, and/or thirteenths). 

Bass: “In four,” linear, walking bass line  

Drums: “In four,” ride cymbal on all beats and hi-hat pedaled on beats two and four. 
Snare, kick drum, and toms largely reserved for emphasis of syncopated 

“hits” and for fills. 

 

The blues has always been a central theme in jazz and the notion of a “blues topic” is, by 

no means, limited to hard bop or even the larger body of jazz traditions. Though musicians often 

essentialize “the blues” to a particular twelve-bar chord progression and form popularized by W.C. 

Handy, Baraka reminds us that the essence of the blues lies in vocal expressions and lyrical content. 

The standardized twelve-bar form is actually a mere byproduct of elements from the ring shout—
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namely the AAB structure of the lyrics and the practice of call-and-response.173 Expressively, the 

personal focus of the blues sets it apart from both traditional African music and black church 

music, which Baraka emphasizes: 

The blues is formed out of the same social and musical fabric that the spiritual 

issued from, but with blues the social emphasis becomes more personal…And this 

intensely personal nature of blues-singing is also the result of what can be called 

the Negro’s “American experience.” […] The whole concept of the solo, of a man 

singing or playing by himself, was relatively unknown in West African music.174  

Since the expressive content of the blues is what empowers it as a musical topic, it is pertinent to 

make a distinction between “blues as topic” vs. “blues as harmonic schema.” The latter may 

support a blues topic to create what Vasili Byros refers to as a “schema-topic amalgam” but the 

blues topic is certainly not restricted to the context of a blues form.175 

If we afford semantic content to blues references, a wide range of meanings are plausible 

(all of which are personal in nature): pain, pleasure, desire, boast, rebellion, sex, triumph, and 

despair (to list but a few). Just as Sarah Day O’Connell remarks on the classical “singing style” as 

a symbol of “the feminine, the amateur…simplicity…beauty,” the blues topic cannot be confined 

to any narrow meaning and remain viable for active interpretation. Despite the “common resistance 

among musicians to ideas of generalized meaning” and the perspective that “each musical piece, 

each melody and figure, is essentially unique,” the notion of “blues as topic” certainly seems more 

amenable to this perspective if its meaning is construed as a multiplicity.176 Individual listeners 

will interpret the meaning of blues references (if perceived at all) in accordance with their own 

experiences and biases, but these reactions are likely to be within the sphere of themes listed above. 

                                                
173 Jones, Blues People, 62. 
174 Ibid., 63–66. 
175 Vasili Byros, “Topics and Harmonic Schemata: A Case from Beethoven,” in The Oxford Handbook of 

Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 382–383. 
176 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 15. 
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Many of the relevant figurae for a “blues topic” may be self-evident. Gestures inflected by 

the /blues scale/, /bent notes/, /call and response/, and /riffing/ are likely to draw many listeners 

focus to blues traditions, but any one of these traits alone is unlikely to signify “the blues as topic.” 

Despite their shared markedness, the blues figurae listed in Table 3.3 are not equal in specificity:  

 

Table 3.3: 

Figurae Associated with the Blues Topic 

 

Figurae (marked): 

 

/blues scales/ 

/bent notes/ 

/call and response/  

/distorted timbres/ 

/expressive timing/ 

/melodic-harmonic divorce/ 

/riff comping/ 

/riffing/ 

/shuffle feel/ 

/tritone substitution/ 

 

Corresponding defaults (unmarked): 

 

Heptatonic scales 

“Straight” articulation 

Monodic hierarchy 

“Clean” timbres 

“In the pocket” 

Melodic-harmonic correlation 

Block-chordal comping 

Continuous melody 

Pedal hi-hat punctuating 2 and 4 (no snare backbeat) 

Descending-fifth root motion 

 

some of the figurae are associated with other topics or may appear merely as isolated marked 

elements. The /blues scale/, for instance, is far more specific in its association with blues traditions 

than a common jazz element like the /tritone substitution/.177 It would be inappropriate to suggest 

that an isolated /tritone substitution/ can signify the blues on its own, but its co-occurrence with 

other relevant blues figurae and its instrumental implications supports the articulation of a blues 

topic. Much like /blues scales/ and /bent notes/, the /tritone substitution/ is quite idiomatic to the 

                                                
177 The tritone substitution most typically involves the replacing of a functional dominant seventh chord 

with its tritone transposition. This operation retains the “guide tones” (or tendency tones, chordal third and seventh) 

as invariant pitches between the diatonic chord and its substitution. Tritone substitutions also apply to supertonic 

chords in a II7-V7-I7 progression (or an applied II7-V7-I7 progression). 
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guitar—an instrument that is both an index and a symbol of the blues. By converting the traditional 

descending-fifth harmonic motion into descent by chromatic half step, the /tritone substitution/ 

adds color and dissonance but also exhibits the parallel voice leading at which the guitar excels. 

Imitation of the guitar is also quite salient in the addition of a static upper note above a blues riff  

in piano playing, which is iconic of the addition of adjacent open strings to “fatten” an expressive 

guitar gesture (see Figure 3.1). 

Pianist Bobby Timmons’s “Moanin’” (recorded on the 1958 album Moanin’ by Art Blakey 

and the Jazz Messengers) evokes the blues as topic without exhibiting a blues form. Timmons is 

the first to take a solo—the first eight bars of which appear in Figure 3.1. He begins with a repeated 

and varied riff that, with the exception of added inner voices, entirely conforms to the blues scale. 

The bluesiness of this passage is enhanced by the /melodic-harmonic divorce/ that is especially 

prominent in mm. 2, 4, 6, and 8—where the melody suggests a linearized tonic triad that does not 

coordinate with the V7/V and V7 harmonies present in those bars.178 Combined with the frequent 

/bent notes/ (or grace-note approximations thereof), the guitar icons, and the strong backbeat of 

Blakey’s /shuffle feel/, this excerpt arguably has more in common with rhythm ‘n’ blues than it 

does with bebop. While the virtuosic, often stream-of-consciousness lines of the great bebop 

improvisers are still very much a part of the hard-bop movement, Timmons’s solo is much more 

direct in its attitude. The blues fuels his solo with attitude, a lack of pretention, an elevation of the 

                                                
178 For a typology of melodic-harmonic divorce in rock music, see Drew Nobile, “Counterpoint in Rock 

Music: Unpacking the Melodic-Harmonic Divorce,” Music Theory Spectrum 37/2 (2015): 189–203. The divorce in 

this excerpt of Timmons’s solo falls under the category of “hierarchy divorce,” in which the harmony is 

characterized by goal-directed motion but the melody simply outlines stable scale degrees of the tonic chord. The 

passing motion between notes of the tonic chord does not reflect the voice leading implied by the harmonic 

progression and the simultaneities of B-flat and B-natural on the G7 chord and E-flat and E-natural on the C7 chord 

are “uncontrolled” in the sense that they do not resolve by step to tones of the underlying harmony (as would be 

expected of traditional embellishing tones). See also David Temperley, “The Melodic-Harmonic ‘Divorce’ in 

Rock,” Popular Music 26/2 (2007): 323–342. 
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earthiness of groove, a willingness to connect with the masses, and shades of “badness” in the 

manner that Rosenthal uses the term. The blues cannot be relegated to mere general influence. 

Though clichéd, the blues is deeply symbolic of the African-American experience that hard bop 

celebrates. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: 

The Blues Topic: Bobby Timmons’s Piano Solo on “Moanin’” (First Chorus, mm. 1–8) 

Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers – Moanin’, 1958 

 

1 

3 

5 
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The iconic references to gospel and black church music in “Moanin’” are similarly 

powerful, though the distinction between blues and gospel icons must be qualified. The 

characteristics of the two styles overlap to a great degree, as Horace Maxile reminds us by quoting 

Nat Hentoff’s liner notes to Charles Mingus’s 1961 record Oh Yeah: “The blues was in the 

churches—moaning and riffs and that sort of thing between the audience and the preacher.”179  Just 

as Rumph demonstrates how a particular figura may be associated with several topics, it can be 

inferred that the blues and gospel topics are likely to have a great degree of overlap in their 

associated figurae (see Table 3.4). In the case of /bent notes/, Maxile remarks that “the bent pitch 

can be interpreted in both a blues and spiritual/supernatural (gospel) context equally plausibly.”180 

Similarly, figurae such as /call and response/, /expressive timing/, and the /shuffle feel/ cannot 

singularly point to blues or gospel. However, when figurae such as /triads/ (in the iconic “Amen” 

IV-I gesture), the /major pentatonic/, and /compound meter/ appear in conjunction with other 

relevant figurae, the gospel tinge begins to assume dominance over the blues. Due to the 

comingling of the genres in practice, the understanding of the blues topics in “Moanin’” as 

subsumed under their cohabitant gospel icons is arguably more convincing than suggesting that 

the two categories are mutually exclusive.  The fact that unambiguous gospel topics may be far 

more exceptional than blues topics in hard bop emboldens the gospel topic’s meaningful 

associations, namely community, confirmation of values, religious devotion, protest, and catharsis. 

In Timmons’s head to “Moanin’,” the A section features /call and response/ gestures that 

are iconic of services in the African Methodist Episcopal Church.181 Figure 3.2 is an excerpt of the 

                                                
179 Maxile, “Churchy Blues,” 65. 
180 Ibid., 77. 
181 All references to “A section” or “B section” (or “bridge”) refer to components of the AABA song form 

that is typical of jazz heads. 
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second A section, in which a bluesy “call” is stated by trumpeter Lee Morgan and saxophonist 

Benny Golson, followed by the IV-I “Amen” gesture played by Timmons. Since this latter gesture  

has such a fixed iconic meaning (that is not limited to the context of black church music), it may 

be understood as a master signifier through which meaning of this entire excerpt is imbued with a 

spiritual message. I find this interpretation somewhat satisfying, but still a bit reductionist. One 

cannot ignore the gestural qualities of the melodic line played by the trumpet and saxophone, 

ostensibly playing the role of the preacher in this dialogue, is not “moanin’” at all. The timbre is 

breathy and subdued; the rhythmic timing borders on militaristic in its precision; and the 

repetitions of the line seem quite controlled in their variations. Perhaps a more satisfying reading 

of this passage relies on these traits, in which we perceive the confirmatory “Amen” gesture not 

as a response to the zealous preacher but rather to the “coolness” of the opening line. 

Simultaneously aligning with the unaffected attitude of the bebop aesthetic, the rejection of 

pedantry, and the reification of unmistakably African-American music, “Moanin’” exemplifies the 

capacity for the meaning of “simple” or “clichéd” material to be complicated by subtle gestural 

features. 

Table 3.4: 
Figurae Associated with the Gospel Topic 

 

Figurae (marked): 

 

/bent notes/ 

/call and response/  

/compound meter/ 

/expressive timing/ 

/handclaps/ 

/major pentatonic/ 

/shouts/ 

/shuffle feel/ 

/triads/ 

Corresponding defaults (unmarked): 

 

“Straight” articulation 

Monodic hierarchy 

Swing feel (uneven divisions in simple meter) 

 “In the pocket” 

Instruments alone 

Heptatonic melody 

Instruments alone 

Pedal hi-hat punctuating 2 and 4 (no snare backbeat) 

Extended tertian chords 
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Figure 3.2: 

The Gospel Topic: Bobby Timmons’s “Moanin’” (Head, mm. 9–16) 

Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers – Moanin’, 1958 

The references to traditional black gospel in “Moanin’” largely rely on the “Amen” gesture, 

and the underlying affect relegates the gesture’s spirituality to more of a confirmation of values 

than anything explicitly spiritual. In contrast, the gospel topic’s co-occurrence with pictorial icons 

9 

13 
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of the A.M.E. church in a 1959 recording of Charles Mingus’s “Better Git It in Your Soul” (Mingus 

Ah Um) ensures further supports the topic’s spiritual associations. The excerpt of this recording in 

Figure 3.3 features a sweetly inflected /major pentatonic/ melody in the first alto that hovers over 

a texture of funky, discursive riffs in the second alto, tenor sax, and trombone, bluesy /riff comping/ 

in the piano, a simple, non-linear bass line, and a drum feel that is simultaneously suggests a 

moderate /compound meter/ and a double-time jazz waltz.182 The amalgam of iconicities in this 

mere ten measure excerpt go far beyond the intramusical iconicity of the gospel topic; this passage 

is also rich in extramusical icons. The first alto’s gospel melody is iconic of a powerhouse female 

vocalist and the sax and trombone riffing gives the impression of raucous and exuberant 

participation. These signs, combined with the work’s celebratory affect, evoke imagery that 

empowers the music as a symbol of “gettin’ the spirit,” or “gettin’ happy.” Ultimately, “Moanin’” 

and “Better Git It in Your Soul” exemplify the notion that topics are not fixed one-to-one with any 

particular meaning, but rather carry a multiplicity of meanings that narrow in scope depending on 

contextual deployment, as well as the biases of the interpreter. 

In consideration of earlier remarks about characteristics of hard bop aligning with 

concurrent developments in rhythm ‘n’ blues and soul, it may be helpful to explain why I do not 

construe these styles as topics in hard bop discourse. To address this, I return to the issue of 

symbolism. My provisional topical “neighborhood” for hard bop is quite small in comparison to 

the topical “universe” navigated by scholars of European common practice. This is a byproduct of 

my prioritization of symbolic potential over the more-immediately appealing encyclopedia of style 

icons. Certainly other style icons can be found in the thousands of hard bop recordings, but a style  

                                                
182 At the start of the solo section of “Better Git It in Your Soul,” the double-time jazz waltz rises to the 

fore. This shift is countered at 3’35”, when the rhythm section drops out completely and is replaced by communal 

/handclaps/. 
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icon alone cannot amount to meanings with which many listeners are likely to sympathize. A 

convincing symbolic reading of a musical topic relies on the cultural indexicality of a musical 

style, and the hunt for less-salient “hidden” topics in the music will likely amount to dizzying 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3: 

The Gospel Topic; Charles Mingus’s “Better Get it in Yo Soul” (Head, mm. 11–20) 

Mingus Ah Um, 1959 
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Figure 3.3 (continued) 

interpretations. My reasoning for excluding rhythm ‘n’ blues and soul as distinct topics in hard 

bop is simply rooted in skepticism as to whether these styles contribute symbolism that is truly 

distinct from that of blues and gospel. Rhythm ‘n’ blues and soul, after all, are also products of the 

intermingling between the “devil’s music” and the “Lord’s music.”   

3.4: Nostalgic Topics 

The ubiquity of blues and gospel in American music traditions precludes them from pointing to a 

particular time period. Many of the features that are used to generalize about early New Orleans 

jazz fell out of the mainstream during the heyday of swing; naturally, these features are marked in 

the context of bop (see Table 3.5). The anachronisms of Charles Mingus’s “My Jelly Roll Soul” 

(Figure 3.4) are foregrounded within the initial seconds of the recording by the baritone 

saxophone’s iconic take on a Dixieland sousaphone line.183 The /two-beat/ feel, while still a marked 

                                                
183 Here I am referring to the version on the 1960 album Blues and Roots. “Jelly Roll” is a quite similar 

composition on 1959’s Mingus Ah Um.  

17 
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staple in bop practice, sheds its associations with other topics (or non-topics) as its meaning is 

filtered through the anachronistic /sousaphone icon/, /parallel thirds/ and /tremolos/ in the piano, 

and “old-timey” turnaround figures. Similarly, Benny Golson’s “Blues March” (also on the Jazz 

Messengers’ Moanin’) is iconic of the intersection between two styles that were core to the early 

New Orleans sound (Figure 3.5). In this sense, the “Dixieland” topic in the head to “Blues March” 

may be construed as an emergent meaning resulting from the “troping” (or creative combination) 

of the blues topic and Sousa-like snare figures, if one prefers to read “blues” and “march” as topics 

independent of their comingling in the “Dixieland” sound.184 

 

Table 3.5: 

Figurae Associated with the “Dixieland” Topic 

 

Figurae (marked): 

 

/drum shells/ 

/improvisatory counterpoint/ 

/foregrounded snare drum/ 

        (a la march) 

/pairs of repeated notes/ 

/parallel thirds in piano/ 

/piano tremolos/ 

/non-linear bass/ 

/sousaphone (or icon)/ 

/triads/ 

 

Corresponding defaults (unmarked): 

 

Drums played on skins 

Monodic hierarchy 

Snare on syncopated hits 

 

Non-oblique motion 

Unison melody 

Comping 

Linear, walking bass 

Non-referential timbre 

Extended tertian chords 

 

Thelonious Monk’s solo piano rendition of “Body and Soul” on the 1963 album Monk’s 

Dream foregrounds the eccentric pianist’s background in stride piano (see Figure 3.6). This texture 

comprised of a melody in the right hand with an alternation of bass notes on beats one and three 

with mid-register chords on beats two and four—though popular among pianists such as James P. 

                                                
184 For Hatten’s definition of “troping,” see Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, x–xi. 
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Figure 3.4: 

“Dixieland” Topic: Charles Mingus – “My Jelly Roll Soul” (mm. 1–14) 

Blues and Roots, 1960 

 

 

Johnson and “Fats” Waller and later in the work of Art Tatum and Earl Hines—is not a typical 

comping strategy in bop. Despite Monk’s nostalgia, his reference to this older style combined with 

adventurous harmonic substitutions and rhythmically heady variation on the original melody 

amount to a progressive attitude that shapes Monk’s unique milieu. While Martin Williams clearly 

5 
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Figure 3.5: 

“Dixieland” Topic: Benny Golson – “Blues March” (Intro and mm. 1-4 of Head) 

Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers – Moanin’, 1958 

 

 

did not share this perspective in his dismissal of hard bop as “regressive,” the artists associated 

with the movement hardly embodied an antimodern rejection of bop’s advancements.185 As 

                                                
185 Williams, The Art of Jazz, 233.  
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Figure 3.6: 
Stride Piano Topic: Thelonious Monk – “Body and Soul” (mm. 1–9) 

Monk’s Dream, 1963 

 

Rosenthal comments on bop of the early 1950s: “a music that had depended so much on surprise 

couldn’t go on repeating itself” and the willingness of artists like Mingus, Monk, and the Jazz 

Messengers to dialogue with jazz’s past and peripheral styles certainly presents a “surprise” much  

3 

5 
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stauncher than those in the work of Charlie Parker.186 Nostalgia cannot be mapped one-to-one with 

antimodernism, because artists like Monk were still, in essence, experimentalists. 

3.5: Exotic Topics 

Through the work of artists like Francisco Grillo (“Machito”), Afro-Cuban music merged 

with bebop in the 1940s. Notable recordings include Gilberto Valdes and Marion Sunshine’s 

“Mango Mangue” recorded by Charlie Parker with Machito and His Orchestra; and Dizzy 

Gillespie, Chano Pozo, and Gil Fuller’s “Manteca.” Though Jelly Roll Morton famously states in 

the Alan Lomax interviews that even early jazz relies on a certain “Spanish tinge” (by which he is 

referring to Cuban music), the strict use of clave rhythms in these “Cubop” works elevates the 

status of Cuban music in jazz from a mere general influence to a direct reference.187 These 

particular collaborations involved Cuban musicians, so they offer a relatively “authentic” takes on 

Cuba’s robust musical traditions. While Afro-Cuban music continued to be a novel component of 

the hard-bop sound, there is a great degree of liberty taken with the traditions that provide their 

inspiration. Elmo Hope’s “De-Dah” is a prime example of Afro-Cuban groove icons in hard bop, 

making use of a “mambo” groove in alternation with the standard swing feel (see Figure 3.7). This 

groove is iconic of the mambo (rather than a mambo itself) because the extensive percussion 

section that is expected in a true Afro-Cuban ensemble has been reduced to merely a standard jazz 

drum set (played here by “Philly” Joe Jones). The drum transcription in Figure 3.7 shows Jones’s 

basic schema used in the mambo bars, which is a rather paradigmatic implementation of the 

mambo bell pattern on the ride cymbal, the snare rim on beat two, and the rack tom hits on “four-

                                                
186 Rosenthal, Hard Bop, 23. 
187 Alan Lomax, Mister Jelly Roll: The Fortunes of Jelly Roll Morton, New Orleans Creole and “Inventor 

of Jazz” (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1950), 62. The complete interview with Morton appears in the 1938 

Library of Congress recording (The Complete Recordings by Alan Lomax). 
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and.” This alternation between an “exotic” groove and the domestic swing groove is quite common 

in bop tunes.188 

The metaphorical changes in locale in “De-Dah” (Figure 3.7) are enhanced by the harmonic 

content: the mambo bars feature colorful, non-functional harmonizations of the static E-flat tonic 

in the melody while the swing bars exhibit clearly functional harmony in E-flat major. Though this 

harmonic progression may not be indexical of any particular Afro-Cuban musical practice, its 

markedness points to what Ralph Locke refers to as the “full context” paradigm (as opposed to an 

“exotic-style only” paradigm).189 From this perspective, one is able to understand the exoticism of 

works that “do not consistently (if at all) use musical features that are marked as ethnic or Other.” 

Locke remarks that listeners of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherezade often hear the work as “exotic 

through and through,” but that the many of its passages are “not in any way marked as Middle 

Eastern.” However, the exotic experience of that work is best considered in “full context” with 

regard for “the composer’s plot summary, the colorful titles of the four movements, and the many 

sections of the work that do sound ‘Middle Eastern.’”190 The fact that the chords in the mambo 

bars of “De-Dah” are marked with respect to the functional harmony in the swing bars ultimately 

enhances the exoticism of the mambo feel, despite the chord progression’s lack of association with 

mambo music. Again, the figurae in Jones’s drumming act as a master signifier that draws one’s 

attention to the exoticism of the marked harmonic elements, even if the association is ahistorical. 

 

                                                
188 Dizzy Gillespie’s “Night in Tunisia” is a classic bebop example of the alternation between swing and 

Afro-Cuban-inspired grooves. 
189 Ralph Locke, Musical Exoticism: Images and Reflections (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

2009), 59. 
190 Ibid., 59–61. 
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Figure 3.7: 

Exotic Topic (Mambo): Elmo Hope – “De-Dah” (Last 4 mm. of Intro and mm. 1-8 of Head) 

Here’s Hope, 1963 
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Brazilian styles such as samba and bossa nova started to become more prevalent in much 

of American jazz in 1950s after many artists like Cal Tjader took a keen interest in adopting them. 

Trumpeter Kenny Dorham’s “Blue Bossa,” first recorded on the 1963 Joe Henderson album Page 

One, was written after Dorham visited the 1961 Rio de Janeiro Jazz Festival.191 This tune can 

hardly be understood in terms of the “exotic-style only” paradigm because its adherence to a bossa 

nova groove is rather loose. The excerpt of “Blue Bossa” in Figure 3.8 reveals many of these 

features that are merely iconic of the bossa nova. The bass line is far more elaborate and 

rhythmically free than a typical bossa nova bass line which would largely feature roots and fifth 

in a strict ostinato rhythm— a feature that the bossa nova owes to its strong ties to the guitar.192 

Similarly, the rhythmic pattern on the tom shells creates the impression of a bossa-nova clave but 

is essentially a “grouping dissonance” with inter-onset intervals of three eighth notes and a restart 

every four bars.193 Additionally, the bossa nova typically features ostinato comping, but McCoy 

Tyner’s comping in “Blue Bossa” complements the melody in a manner that is more consistent 

with the freer role that the piano plays in the bop rhythm section. Nonetheless, the coalescence of 

marked features such as /even beat division/, /drum shells/, and /non-linear bass/ with a subdued 

affect are iconic of a bossa nova “in full context.” 

The conflation of the many rich traditions to come out of Afro-Cuba and Brazil is typical 

in American jazz references to these styles (hence Table 3.6). This is exactly why such references 

are best construed as topics (i.e., style icons) rather than indices of the actual musical practices. 

The exoticisms of “De-Dah” and “Blue Bossa” do not diminish the merits of these works any more 

                                                
191 Dave Oliphant, Texan Jazz (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1996), 257. 
192 Stephanie Stein Crease, “Jazz and Brazilian Music,” in The Oxford Companion to Jazz, ed. Bill Kirchner 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 554. 
193 For Krebs’s complete definition of “grouping dissonance,” see Harald Krebs, Fantasy Pieces: Metrical 

Dissonance in the Music of Robert Schumann (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 31–33. 
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Figure 3.8: 

Exotic Topic (Bossa Nova): Kenny Dorham – “Blue Bossa” (Head, mm. 1–8) 

Joe Henderson – Page One, 1963 

 

 

than Mozart’s or Beethoven’s approximations of “hunt music” diminish the merits of that music 

(because, after all, topics are symbols). The question of whether the influence is “authentic” or 

“contrived” is moot if we read the references to Afro-Cuban and Brazilian styles as symbols of 
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globalism and admiration. Any “perversion” of the authentic styles may not be an act of caricature 

as much as it is a mere byproduct of bop’s stylistic fluidity. 

Table 3.6: 

Figurae Associated with Exotic Topics (Afro-Cuban and Brazilian Styles) 

 

Figurae (marked): 

 

/bell patterns/ 

/even beat division/ 

/cross-stick on snare/ 

/drum shells/ 

/non-linear bass/ 

/ostinato comping/ 

/strict clave pattern/ 

 

Corresponding defaults (unmarked): 

 

Ride cymbal on beats 

Uneven beat division (swing) 

Drums played on skins 

Drums played on skins 

Linear, walking bass  

“Free” syncopation 

“Free” syncopation 

 

 

3.6: Concluding Remarks 

In the 1979 book To Be or Not…to Bop, Dizzy Gillespie interviews several of the early bop 

personalities. In reference to the iconic jam sessions at Minton’s Playhouse, drummer Kenny 

Clarke expresses a viewpoint that was commonplace among the musicians in that circle: “[we] 

wouldn’t call it anything, really, just music.”194 The eclecticism of hard bop is arguably a natural 

extension of this attitude. If the innovations of Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, and Bud Powell 

had come to represent the sounds that every sax, trumpet, and piano player should aspire to (and 

perhaps, for a time, they did), then bebop would have become its own antithesis. The broadening 

of bebop’s palette to further embrace sounds from contemporaneous developments in African-

American popular music, from jazz’s past, and from Cuban and Brazilian musical traditions is 

                                                
194 Dizzy Gillespie, To Be or Not…to Bop: Memoirs (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1979), 142. 
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central not only to hard bop’s expressive power, but also to the continuation of jazz’s ability to 

transcend narrow definitions. 

The “neighborhood” of topics presented here—like all lists of musical topics—is 

provisional. Some may disagree with my decision to exclude “rhythm ‘n’ blues” and “soul” as 

topics; others may wish for a more microscopic study of Afro-Cuban and Brazilian elements in 

hard bop; while others still may wonder why I have not pursued the “Debussyesque” qualities 

attributed by Rosenthal to hard-bop pianists like Kenny Drew.195 My decision not to focus on these 

areas of the hard bop repertory is inevitably tied to the lack of perceived salience of these elements 

in my own listening, but their omission should not be seen as a dismissal. Actually, I would be 

thrilled to see a perspective on hard bop’s topicality that values aspects that—from my 

perspective—did not seem pertinent to current objectives. 

For readers who have reservations about whether or not my provisional “neighborhood” of 

topics for hard bop directly reflects the intents of the players and composers, I can offer nothing 

to ameliorate such concerns. Any listener-centric hermeneutic is likely to inflate the importance of 

elements that are merely the products of creative intuition rather than a desire to convey any 

semantic meaning. On this topic, Walser writes: 

While he was recording “West End Blues,” I doubt that [Louis] Armstrong was 

thinking about relationships or identities, nor about revolutionising music, nor 

about the daily challenges and potential humiliations of being a black man in a 

racist society. But all of these aspects of his context contributed to making his 

artistry possible, meaningful and powerful.196 

I interpret Walser’s words here to mean that we should not assume what the musicians’ motivations 

were for making their music the way they did—not that they were ignorant to the world around 

                                                
195 Rosenthal, Hard Bop, 43. 
196 Robert Walser, “Valuing Jazz,” in The Cambridge Companion to Jazz (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2002), 320. 
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them. As Deleuze and Guattari remind us: “Writing has nothing to do with signifying.”197 From 

this perspective, the problem of signifying vs. Signifyin(g) is overshadowed by the question of 

“what the author signifies in the text” vs. “what the text signifies to the listener through the codes 

of their respective culture.” By now it should be apparent that I value the latter, which is why I see 

Monelle’s critiques of Ratner as coming from a perspective of historical idealism that is untenable 

in a postmodern intellectual climate. Ratner did not live in eighteenth-century Vienna, nor did any 

of the scholars who followed his work: his analyses are inevitably products of a late-twentieth-

century American perspective that is informed (to a degree) by historical sources. Likewise, I did 

not live in 1950s New York or Philadelphia, so my reading of topics in hard-bop records is 

structured by twenty-first-century American culture and a retrospective viewpoint. Ignoring this 

would relegate present work to nothing more than an exercise in intentional fallacy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                
197 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University 

of Minnesota Press, 1987), 4–5. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

 

THE NARRATOLOGICAL TEMPTATIONS OF 
 

THE JAZZ MESSENGERS’ “ONE BY ONE” (1963) 

 

 
4.1: Introduction 

 This chapter consists of a hermeneutic reading of Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers’ recording 

“One by One,” the opening track on the live album Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at 

Birdland (1963). My structural analysis of this recording is Schenkerian in nature, but as I 

mentioned in Chapter Two, this approach is not invoked to emphasize a deeper structural 

motivation for the meanings that I infer. Instead, the structural analysis is used to emphasize 

surface-level voice-leading that correlates with utterances of the blues topic. The blues topic itself 

is the primary focus of my hermeneutics because it acts as the nexus of the processes associated 

with Deleuze and Guattari’s “refrain” (See Chapter Two). 

 For the purposes of my hermeneutics, the Deleuzian and Guattarian refrain may be simply 

understood as occurring in three actions: first the establishment of a safe, central territory, then the 

encircling of that territory, and inevitably lines of flight (deterritorialization) are drawn out of the 

central territory. By understanding the blues topic as this central territory, one can read the work 

as continuously developing meaning as part of an ongoing process rather than the end result of the 

work’s “form.” This process transforms the meaning of the blues topic, and I argue that this 

transformation of meaning gives rise to a narrativity that mediates the poles of what I call 

“stylization” and “innovation.” This narrativity prioritizes the role of the improvised solos, which 

consequently form a similar structural shape not unlike that of a variation set. I avoid 

acknowledging the set of solos as true variations because it suggests a greater importance of the 
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head than I find appropriate for my hermeneutics. Alternatively, I believe that the blues topic (first 

articulated in the head) to be important to the refrain, but not the signifying totality of the head.   

4.2: Innovation and Stylization 

 Though jazz musicians certainly develop their own vocabularies of stock licks (whether 

quotations or original motivic ideas), the valuing of spontaneous process in jazz improvisation is 

commonplace. In his 1994 tome Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation, Paul Berliner 

cites several interviews with a wide variety of jazz personalities and draws focus to the 

improvisatory process: 

“I try not to be a repeater pencil” is Lester Young’s clever encapsulation of the 

nature of spontaneity. “If I were to try to play mechanically, playing things that I’ve 

worked out before,” John McNeil explains, “it might make me sound real good, but 

it would also make me feel guilty—as if I haven’t really done anything good. I’d 

prefer to make things up as I go along. You never make everything up,” he 

concedes, “but I’d like to make it up as much as I can with the smallest amount of 

prefiguring possible.” Red Rodney also has “licks that identify me, but I try to 

create all the time. I may not succeed all the time,” he admits, “but when I do, and 

I surprise myself, that’s when I’m the happiest. I get the most rewarding feelings 

when, instead of playing what I’m comfortable with and know is going to sound 

good, I try something different and it works.”198 

In other words, jazz players (as well as many listeners) often value the process of improvisation 

over the end product (even if prefiguring amounts to something that “sounds real good”). While a 

listener (or analyst) certainly has the agential capacity to hear the music as a unifying whole (as in 

my reading of “One by One” as a comic narrative), this needlessly subverts my own stylistic 

competencies as a jazz improviser and listener. The remainder of this section is devoted to the 

notion of finding a common narrativity among the multiplicity that is “One by One” that facilitates 

focus on the soloists’ improvisations and aligns with the values mentioned above. 

                                                
198 Paul Berliner, Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1994), 268. 
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 In an effort to avoid being dismissed as “derivative,” jazz players spend much of their 

practice and performance efforts in pursuit of an individual voice. Pure musical innovation is, of 

course, an impossible limit, what Deleuze and Guattari might refer to as the “Body without 

Organs”: the “unformed, unorganized, nonstratified, or destratified body and all its flows.”199 The 

Body without Organs is the limit of smooth space, which in a jazz solo one could characterize as 

spontaneous gestures that are unattributable to any line of influence, such as stylistic conventions, 

quotations, and topics. Regardless of a player’s intent, this limit is always unattainable. 

Additionally, reading a soloistic gesture as striving toward the limits of innovation is not a 

suggestion of the performer’s intent but a contextualization of the musical text based on an 

interpreter’s perspective. On the poietic level (the level of artistic rendering), the jazz improviser 

is human and is inescapably subject to influence, even on an unconscious level. Any tracing of 

influence is thus a reflection of the analyst’s biases rather than an assertion of any historical 

process.  

 If one reads a jazz head as a point of departure rather than the seed from which the solos 

grow (a perspective that is difficult to escape in a totalizing narrative approach), then the soloists’ 

improvisations are framed as segments of a continuous “discourse in progress” rather than several 

authors’ contributions to a single unified text. The head is in a way its own text (since it is 

composed separately by a single musician), which certainly lays the foundation for soloistic 

narrativities but is not necessarily a token of them. 

In a book, as in all things, there are lines of articulation or segmentarity, strata and 

territories; but also lines of flight, movements of deterritorialization and 

destratification. Comparative rates of flow on these lines produce phenomena of 

                                                
199 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 43. 
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relative slowness and viscosity, or, on the contrary, of acceleration and rupture. All 

this, lines and measurable speeds, constitutes an assemblage.200  

A jazz head, as far as the listener is concerned, exists as an assemblage within the anthropomorphic 

stratum of reality. Within a musical text exist several substrata, which are essentially the constructs 

in which analysts describe musical features: pitch, rhythm, harmony, topic, groove, gesture, etc. 

Territories form within these strata (e.g., melodic motives, ostinati, Rhythm changes, blues topics, 

shuffle feels, call-and-response gestures) which, in the solos, are subjected to the processes of 

deterritorialization (the result of “lines of flight” out of the territories, traversing smooth space) 

and reterritorialization (the re-establishment of territories and striated space).  

These processes form the basis for a discussion of the narrativity (or meaningful 

teleological impulse) of failure to become a Body without Organs. Territories within the 

assemblage (the precomposed components of the tune) are deterritorialized and ultimately 

reterritorialized by the improvisatory gestures of the soloists. The greater the degree of 

deterritorialization, the closer the solo comes to reaching the limits of smoothness (the Body 

without Organs). In a typical jazz performance, the reterritorialization of the head-out ensures that 

the form reifies the narrative structure (in terms of a narrative archetype). However, the lack of 

expressive weight attributed to the restatement of the head complicates the interface of a narrative 

reading of the tune’s musical form with the common values of jazz music. Deviation from the 

norm (omitting the head-out) does not have a similar kind of impact to that of a failed formal 

convention in Klein’s musical ironies. For this reason, my reading of “One by One” does not 

amount to a narrative, but rather points to commonalities among a multiplicity of narratives that 

                                                
200 Ibid., 4. 
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might arise from the narrativity of continuous striving for innovation that inevitably yields to the 

strictures of stylization. 

Though I could certainly overlay Monahan’s agential hierarchy onto this anthropomorphic 

process, the “object-oriented” nature lacks the degree of dynamic abstraction that characterizes 

Deleuze and Guattari’s perspectives. Rather than musical “agents” (as objects) I prefer to read the 

processes of deterritorialization and reterritorialization as carried out by purely abstract processes. 

Although the narrativity for which I argue perhaps sympathizes with concerns of the “fictional 

improvisers,” I prefer not to dramatize this aspect. This “softer” approach to musical agency is 

also likely what Monahan characterizes as “claims of musical agency [that] occur only sparingly 

in [an analysis]” and that do not “mesh into a fully developed ‘narrative reading.’”201 However, 

this does mesh with my intention to elucidate “narrativity without narrative” as a worthwhile 

interpretive strategy for improvised music. 

4.3: Analysis of “One by One”  

 Unlike the meta-opposition that characterizes the narrativity of “order vs. transgression” in 

Almén’s approach, the agents at work in my reading are subject to continuous process of 

deterritorializing and reterritorializing that does not necessarily correlate with the heuristics of any 

formal archetype. This aligns with Lawrence Kramer’s conception of musical narrative as 

something that “begins in infidelity” and “abrogates form” rather than something that characterizes 

a formal type (see Chapter Two).202 This disconnect between Kramer and Almén’s notions of 

musical narrativity hinges on the difference between narrative as a distortion of form that suggests 

a meta-commentary (Kramer) vs. the notion of a unified musical structure being wedded to its 

                                                
201 Monahan, “Action and Agency,” 366. 
202 Kramer, “Musical Narratology,” 141. 
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“sibling”—a unified literary narrative—through a macro-isomorphism (Almén).203 Kramer’s 

notion certainly requires fewer concessions to fathom a narrativity that relies on a continuous 

process of deterritorialization and reterritorialization in the context of improvised music. 

 For dialectical reasons, however, it may be beneficial to speculate about what a Alménian 

narrative reading of “One by One” might suggest. Since Almén’s approach (like Hatten’s) 

privileges opposition as a tool that requires no deconstruction and can largely be taken as valid, 

one begins by inferring features of the opening music as indicative of the work’s “order-imposing 

hierarchy.” “One by One” begins with a rhythm section intro on a quasi-bossa ostinato (Figure 

4.1). The bass and piano are in homorhythm for the two-bar figure that is repeated four times 

without variation or fills. This banal intro is the work’s “order,” whose features are antagonized 

by their oppositional corollaries that make up the “transgression.” The head begins within the 

territory of the order, but a bombastic tom fill from Blakey in the head’s fourth bar provides a 

rhetorical intrusion that suggests that the order has been transgressed. In the four measures that 

then conclude the first A section, the blues topic first emerges from the swaggering unison line 

played by the winds. Since the form of the head is AABA and the performance concludes with a 

final statement of it, the transgression ultimately prevails in the end. From this overview, we get 

the broadest sense of what this reading entails—a transformation or reordering of markedness 

values as the result of the transgression’s ultimate victory.  

The notion that the order of “One by One” is overtaken by transgression positions “One by 

One” as either a comic narrative archetype or an ironic one. The difference between these two 

archetypes lies in another opposition—the assignment of “positive” and “negative” values to the 

order and transgression. To explicate this, it helps to atomize every inferred opposition in the work 

                                                
203 Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 43–47. 
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Figure 4.1: 

Wayne Shorter’s “One by One” – Intro and A Section of the Head 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 

 

and correlate their poles with order and transgression (Table 4.1). Since the elements of the order 

seem to express largely meek features, the transgression appears as the preferred state. The product 

of an Alménian reading of “One by One” is most convincingly that of a comic archetype—the 

victory of a positively valued transgression over a negatively viewed initial state of order. If I were 

to take this reading further, it may be pertinent to exhaust the levels of the transcribed text to “One 

by One” that express this structure in microcosm or suggests phases within the work that express 

contrasting narrative arcs. (The solos may themselves express miniature archetypes within the 

larger discourse of the tune.) However, there are issues with the approach itself that must be 

critiqued here, which are the main motivation for the approach outlined below. 

Ultimately, the problem with an Alménian reading is that of opposition. Opposition serves 

as the basis for structural philosophy and the basis for critique for thinkers such as Jacques Derrida. 

It suggests that music and its component symbols are objects with fixed meaning rather than the 
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Table 4.1: 

Elements of Order and Transgression in “One by One” 

 

Order (-) Transgression (+) 

Neutral/vague topic 

Diatonic harmonic progression 

Soft dynamics 

Homophonic winds 

Ostinato 

Blues topic 

Chromatic harmonic substitution 

Loud dynamics 

Unison winds 

Free comping 

 

result of both physical (vibratory) and cultural processes. To put it another way, music is not a 

product that is performed, but is the performance itself. The failure to accept or even acknowledge 

this notion is what Nicholas Cook suggests is one of the greater flaws of contemporary music 

theory and musicology scholarship.204 By privileging opposition, the Alménian approach 

completely obliterates any possibility of an interpretive dialectic in favor of a monistic reading. 

The very fact that the archetypes are mutually exclusive categories caters to positivism—a 

philosophical stance that has proven quite problematic for hermeneutics. 

 Despite the outdated philosophical nature of the Alménian approach and the inevitable 

prioritization of score structure over cultural symbols that it produces, it remains dangerously 

tempting as a means of making a statement through “One by One.” By reading “One by One” as 

exhibiting a comic narrative archetype, one can simply correlate this textual narrative with that of 

the narrative that continues to follow hard bop’s place in the development of jazz. The “comedy” 

of hard bop lies in the reading of the hard-bop movement a positive transformation of jazz from 

the near chamber-music status of cool jazz in the early 1950s into something new and Afro-centric. 

This reading is enhanced further by the fact that the hard-bop era was contemporaneous to the 

                                                
204 See Nicholas Cook, “Between Process and Product: Music and/as Performance,” Music Theory Online 

7/2 (2001). 
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Black Civil Rights Movement—yet another positive transformation. This is tempting, of course, 

because it promotes the illusion that the structure of “One by One” is isomorphic not only to comic 

narratives but also the cultural structure (or shift in cultural structure) that facilitated the production 

of the text. 

If it elevates the historical, biographical, and topical nature of my interpretation, why 

should the correlation of an Alménian reading of “One by One” with historical narratives be seen 

as objectionable? The answer is simple: while isomorphism is not itself a false notion, music 

analysts nonetheless desire isomorphism. By succumbing to this hermeneutic temptation to 

explicate “One by One” in its totality (meaning the totality of the transcribed score and the 

structural analytical tools used to encode it) as a sublime reflection of its time and place. This is 

dangerous because it is ideological: it fetishizes the struggles of African Americans. The reading 

thus fulfills two desires: the first is the desire to uncover isomorphism between the Alménian comic 

archetype, the hackneyed narrative of hard bop, and the narrative of the Black Civil Rights 

Movement. The second is the desire of decent Western societies in the twenty-first century to hold 

positions of anti-racism and anti-intolerance. My point is not that holding this perspective on the 

music is a bad thing, but rather that it is too easily affirmative to constitute a scholarly hermeneutic. 

The lack of the reading’s self-questioning casts it in an impotent light, regardless of whether it is 

“right” or not. 

While I do not present a meta-theory to try and “solve” the lack of self-critique that a 

taxonomical approach entails, decentering the reading allows for a more-eclectic metaphor. The 

four classes of narrative archetype present the analyst with a territory where there can always be 

an answer: one of the archetypes is going to require the least stretch of the imagination to accept 

in the context of a given musical text. A taxonomy of four options influenced by the hermeneutic 
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temptations regarding the historical content discussed above is unable to account for a perspective 

of music as a continuous process. Culture gives the music not just its meanings but its identity as 

music; if our culture is constantly changing, our musical texts (even those we perceive as fixed in 

meaning) are literally changing as well. So, my answer to these dilemmas in the context of a 

college music-theory-appropriate analysis is to read the structural and topical elements that would 

constitute the individuated elements of an Alménian analysis, but I intend to interpret these objects 

dynamism using concepts from Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus. I organize my 

interpretation of an ongoing musical process within “One by One” around the notion of mere 

narrativity without a narrative. This narrativity is Deleuze and Guattari’s “refrain”: the elements 

that first constitute the music in the intro and the head are territorialized, through contrast and 

distortion they are deterritorialized, and ultimately reterritorialized in a manner that suggests their 

meanings have been transformed. 

Hermeneutically, the crux of the analysis is the changing perspective on the blues topic. 

The topic’s gestural and temporal context within the work highlight contradictory aspects of its 

meaning. In a sense, my hermeneutics engage with the socio-historic baggage of the blues like the 

hypothetical reading of “One by One” discussed above, but my aim here is to engage a dialectic. 

Cultural symbols are themselves rich with contradictions: to convey a convincing reading of “One 

by One” based on a symbol such as the blues, these contradictions must be foregrounded. 

Contradictions—after all—are perhaps the most concrete elements that the music analyst can 

observe: that is to say, two analysts may read a segment of music differently, but they can 

nonetheless agree that their readings constitute a contradiction. If nothing else, the narrativity I 

attempt to elucidate with the Deleuzian and Guattarian refrain is a means of surfacing 

contradictions within the text of “One by One.”  
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My annotations on the transcriptions include what I refer to as “pacing schemata”—the 

relative proportions (measure counts in integers) that exhibit continuous sound production by the 

main melody or solo. The territories that are constructed in the intro and head—particularly the 

blues topic and 2+2+4 pacing schema—are subjected to deterritorialization that leads to the 

creation of new territories or the reterritorialization of older territories. Thus, the soloists’ 

narrativity of “pushing to the limit of smooth space” relies on deterritorialization: a kind of 

nomadic agency that exists in-between the establishment of territories. The process of 

deterritorialization is further enhanced by “stream-of-consciousness” gestures of consistent motion 

(not unlike fortspinnung or the “brilliant” style), which may be interpreted as iconic of spontaneity 

and “thinking out loud,” meaning a free-flowing discourse unlike that of composed material. 

4.3.1: The Head 

 The role of gesture in constricting the universe of meanings that a topic may suggest is 

perhaps the most crucial; in the head to “One by One,” the blues topic first presents its rebellious 

side. Its intrusion into a subtle and generic groove catalyzed by Blakey’s drum fill shades it as an  

inevitable eruption of something that had been bubbling under the surface—something that, at 

first, seems to be an unprovoked gesture, but in retrospect appears as surface-level materialization 

of subtle qualities from the head’s first four bars. As mentioned in Chapter Three, the melodic-

harmonic divorce is a quality frequently associated with blues melodies; despite the lack of clear 

articulation of the blues topic in the head’s first four bars, the melody is largely divorced from its 

accompanying changes (Figure 4.2). Measures 1 and 3 most closely align with what Drew Nobile 

refers to as the “hierarchy divorce,” in which the melody and harmony expand the tonic triad as 

uncoordinated strata. The melodies in these measures outline the Gmin7 and B Maj7 harmonies, 
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though the applied II7–V7–I7 progressions that also expand those harmonies are mismatched, so to 

speak, with the melody’s chordal skips. (Of course, my reading of the hierarchy divorce here 

assumes that a seventh chord may function as tonic since the voicing of tonic harmonies in bop is 

rarely realized with triads.) This structural feature of the A section helps elucidate the opposite of 

what the initial hearing may suggest—that the topic was systemic from the beginning but is 

observed only after the fervor of Blakey’s subversion of the opening groove’s homeostasis. 

 

Figure 4.2: 
Head to Wayne Shorter’s “One by One” – Foreground Sketch of A Section 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 

 

 

 The A section forms a topical field or foregrounded opposition involving a topic, but it 

conforms to a classic pacing schema that is common in Western music (regardless of high- or low-

brow status), 2+2+4 (Figure 4.1). This furthers the view of the blues’s opposition to the very non-

threatening opening as something systemic to the structure since it functions—to use the terms 

anachronistically—like the continuation phrase of a paradigmatic Classical sentence. However, 

the B section amplifies the blues topic with the shift to hard-swinging shuffle feel and the 

occurrence of the first melodic cadence of the bridge in the second bar rather than the fourth. The 

long tone that follows this melodic cadence skews the pacing schema of the bridge to 1+3+4, 
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suggesting deterritorialization of the established phrase structure. Both this abrogation of phrase 

patterning and the accumulation of blues figurae in the bridge fully realize the rhythm ‘n’ blues 

swagger that characterized many “funky jazz” tunes of the hard-bop era.  

 

Figure 4.3: 
Head to Wayne Shorter’s “One by One” – B section and Final A section 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 

 

 

 The blues topic imbues the head with color and deepens the groove; in this context, it 

positions itself as a historical symbol of hard bop’s return to the roots—just as it does in the 

Alménian reading explored above. Due to this approach’s prioritization of the beginning and end 

states of a work, the head amounts to a master signifier that shades the meaning of the other 

components of the text. However, I do not want to ascribe this degree of importance to the head: 

it is simply the point of departure for the improvised discourse and the purely pragmatic signal that 

the players are proceeding to the next tune.  In other words, the return of the head does not convey 

a sense of dramatic achievement as it does in a Classical recapitulation. By suspending this 

assumption that may be all-too-easily transferred from classically-oriented listening onto the 

17 
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analysis of modern jazz texts, the fluidity of the blues topic’s meaning is not restricted to an 

oppositional network. In short, the solos are the focus in bop, which is why the head should be 

viewed as a proposition of a larger meaning but not the definitive source of it. (All references to 

the improvisers on the recording are indeed implicitly invoking Seth Monahan’s refined notion of 

the “fictional composer”: perhaps this context calls for a term such as “fictional artist.”) 

4.3.2: Wayne Shorter (Tenor Sax) 

 Perhaps most fittingly (since he is the composer of the tune), Wayne Shorter’s solo 

deterritorializes the gestural traits of the head melody to the greatest degree (see Figure 4.4 and 

Table 4.2). His solo initially maintains the pacing schema of the head (2+2+4), but this framework 

is deterritorialized in Shorter’s second A with a pacing schema of 2+4+2, undercutting the larger 

4+4 hypermetric framework. The spontaneous, stream-of-consciousness gesture from mm. 10–13 

not only deterritorializes the hypermetric regularity but it also approaches a plane of consistency 

in its seemingly liberated flow of musical ideas. The gesture succeeds in creating the illusion that 

we as listeners are experiencing the purely spontaneous invention of a master improviser. Shorter 

rarely outlines the changes, but does not disregard them altogether. The blues topic does not play 

much of a role in the first half of Shorter’s solo, but it characterizes the final gesture of the second 

A section (mm. 15–16). Shorter maintains the intensity of the previous measures in this gesture, 

but—unlike the head—the blues topic does not emerge as an energized reaction but merely as a 

semi-conclusive utterance. 

The bridge and concluding A section of Shorter’s solo continue to evade the 2+2+4 design 

established in the head, but the blues topic recurs as a yielding gesture. Shorter simply doubles the 

trumpet and trombone backgrounds in the first four bars of the bridge, but abrogates the original 

melodic cadence with the local scale-degree 4 (in the dominant minor). Like the head, the goal of 
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Figure 4.4: 

Wayne Shorter’s Solo (Tenor Saxophone) from “One by One” 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 
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Figure 4.4 (continued) 

Table 4.2: 

Processual Outline of Wayne Shorter’s Solo 

 

A1 

(mm. 1–8) 

§ Deterritorialization of the blues topic. 

A2 

(mm. 9–16) 

§ Deterritorialization of phrasing schema “2+2+4.” 

§ Forming smooth space via stream-of-consciousness gestures (mm. 

11–14). 

§ Reterritorialization of the blues topic (mm. 15–16). 

B and A3 

(mm. 17–32) 

§ Smoothing of space via stream-of-consciousness gestures (mm. 26–

28). 

§ Reterritorialization of blues topic (mm. 32). 

 

the melodic cadence is held through the first half of the bridge and Shorter concludes the bridge 

with an extended descending gesture with a soft tone. The solo concludes with the subtlest of blues 

articulations (m. 32 into the first bar of trumpeter Freddie Hubbard’s chorus): the final gesture 

consists of the blues topic’s trichord of scale-degrees 5– 5–4 and obscures the downbeat of 

Hubbard’s chorus with a quarter-note triplet initiated on beat four of m. 32. This seems to shade 

the blues topic as something that Shorter concedes to as a stylistic necessity—an obligatory nod to 

the funky jazz aesthetic of the tune. 

25 

29 
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By negating the blues topic’s tentative contextual meaning as the triumph of attitude and 

empowerment of the African-American voice, Shorter presents the gesture as the opposite—

nothing more than a cliché that Jazz Messengers fans likely expect. The point here is not to unpack 

the range of intentions that Shorter may have had, but to further the notion that the reverent context 

of the blues topic in the head tempts us to ignore the meaning of Shorter’s deterritorialization of 

his own tune. It may indeed be a stereotype itself to assume that the statements of Shorter et al. 

amount to a statement of triumph for the civil rights of African Americans. This is not to say that 

it is definitively not such a statement, but consider the trajectory of Wayne Shorter’s career in the 

1960s: the albums he is known for as a band leader are generally heralded as major 

accomplishments of the post-bop movement, which was more virtuosic and harmonically 

exploratory than the typical Jazz Messengers record. Perhaps for Shorter (of course I still mean 

the fictional Shorter), the blues topic is nothing more than the minimal effort to appeal to the 

clichés of the style—the elements that must be present for the superficial connoisseur of black 

music to become engaged. I will return to this notion in the conclusion of this chapter. 

4.3.3: Freddie Hubbard (Trumpet) and Curtis Fuller (Trombone) 

 Here I group the discussion of Freddie Hubbard’s and Curtis Fuller’s choruses—the 

internal solos of the set—because they seemingly synthesize the poles of Shorter and pianist Cedar 

Walton (discussed below). The rather “cool” timbre of their solos softens the dynamism and thus 

require more persuasion (relative to the outer solos) to convey a narrativity. Raymond Monelle has 

a useful pair of terms for distinguishing between the teleological function of the outer solos and 

the inner solos—narrative time and lyric time.205 In narrative time, a sense of causality is inferred, 

                                                
205 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 

2000), 115–21. 
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while in lyric time, the content is incidental and provides respite from the primary narrative. This 

is not to suggest that Hubbard’s and Fuller’s solos need be heard as lyric time to support a larger, 

coherent narrative reading of the recording: their solos simply suggest a non-abrasive reaffirmation 

of the head.     

Hubbard’s solo begins on the emphasized scale-degree 4 that concluded Shorter’s solo—

which concluded with the 5– 5–4 gesture (see Figure 4.5 and Table 4.3). The first A is striated 

into clear gestural units consisting of blues licks (mm. 2–3 and 7–8) and a descending G Harmonic 

Minor scale (mm. 5–6). This striation is furthered in Hubbard’s second A, which features short, 

repeated, single-bar blues riffs that are stated with militaristic articulation and precision (mm. 9–

11). The bridge features rapid repetitions of an A –G–F segment in quasi-nonuplet rhythms 

which create a smooth space in a manner unlike Shorter’s wide-ranging, stream-of-consciousness 

gestures. This recalls Boulez’s description of the tendency for a “strongly directed smooth 

space…to meld with a striated space,” how “a striated space in which the statistical distribution of 

the pitches used is in fact equal tends to meld with smooth space.”206 Though the motivic cohesion 

of this gesture may seem striated, the perpetual repetition of it breaks down the discontinuity of a 

striated space and nudges it toward the plane of consistency. Somewhat recalling the trajectory of 

Shorter’s final A section, Hubbard draws a line of flight through smooth space with a stream-of-

consciousness gesture in mm. 26–30, which ultimately concludes with the reterritorialization of 

the blues topic. The larger effect that I take from Hubbard’s solo is that of a compartmentalized 

deconstruction of a given form (the head)—meaning the relative proportions of the head’s 

                                                
206 Pierre Boulez, Boulez on Music Today, trans. Susan Bradshaw and Richard Bennett (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard University Press, 1971), 87. 
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components are roughly preserved in the same areas of the AABA form but are modestly 

reinvented through variation and substitution. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.5: 

Freddie Hubbard’s Solo (Trumpet) from “One by One” 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 
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Figure 4.5 (continued) 
 

 

Table 4.3: 
Processual Outline of Freddie Hubbard’s Solo 

 

A1 and A2 

(mm. 1–16) 

§ Deterritorialization (mm. 5–6) and reterritorialization (m. 

7) of the blues topic. 

B 
(mm. 17–24) 

§ Smoothing of space via repeated nonuplet gestures (mm. 17–

19). 

A3 

(mm. 25–32) 

§ Smoothing of space via stream-of-consciousness gestures 

(mm. 26–30). 

§ Deterritorialization (mm. 25–30) and reterritorialization 

(mm. 30–33) of blues topic. 

 

17 

21 

25 

29 
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 Fuller’s solo perhaps deviates from the head’s construction the least (see Figure 4.6 and 

Table 4.4). It begins with a fuzzy quotation of the head melody, maintaining the rather “cool” 

affect of the head’s opening four bars for the entire first A section. At the start of the second A, 

the blues topic is reterritorialized, but the A section’s key center of G Minor is deterritorialized 

(here Fuller’s line conforms to the D blues scale, the key of the bridge). After this two-measure 

stratification of apparent keys between Fuller’s melodic line and the underlying harmony, the 

space is made smooth by the rapidly flowing lines in sixteenth notes. In the latter four bars of 

Fuller’s second A, this smooth space is gradually striated by the parsing of rapid movement into a 

1+1+2 pacing schema. When the blues topic is again reterritorialized in the bridge, the gesture’s 

key matches that of the harmonic support (D minor). The bridge also coincides with a 

deterritorialization of the hypermetric framework (again with the pacing schema of 2+4+2 that 

originated in Shorter’s solo). The solo concludes with a total reterritorialization of the blues, 

complete with clear repeated riffs that striate the musical space into clear units as in the head. 

 
 

Figure 4.6: 

Curtis Fuller’s Solo (Trombone) from “One by One” 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 
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Figure 4.6 (continued) 
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Table 4.4: 

Processual Outline of Curtis Fuller’s Solo 

 

A1 

(mm. 1–8) 

§ Deterritorialization of the blues topic. 

A2 

(mm. 9–16) 

§ Reterritorialization (mm. 9–10) and deterritorialization 

(mm. 11–16) of blues topic. 

§ Smoothing of space via stream-of-consciousness gestures 

(mm. 11–12). 

B 

(mm. 17–24) 

§ Reterritorialization of blues topic. 

§ Deterritorialization of phrasing schema “2+2+4" 

A3 

(mm. 25–32) 

§ Smoothing of space via stream-of-consciousness gestures 

(mm. 26–28). 

§ Reterritorialization of blues topic (mm. 29–32). 

 

4.3.4: Cedar Walton (Piano) 

 The final solo on the recording is taken by pianist Cedar Walton, who emphasizes the 

expressive range of the blues topic the most (see Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5). The first A section is 

entirely devoted to blues riffing, complete with bent notes (grace notes) and guitar icons (added 

“open strings” to fatten the tone, measure 7). The second A traverses smooth space with a flourish 

of discursive figures and concludes with a reterritorialization of the blues topic that parallels the 

closing riff of Walton’s first A. After a rather “cool” gesture in mm. 21–24, the blues topic subtly 

re-emerges in measure 25 and—on beat 4 of measure 28—a final blues outburst deterritorializes 

the meter in its schema of quarter-note triplets initiated on beats two and four—seemingly an 

answer to Shorter’s subtle obfuscation (with a similar rhythmic device) of Hubbard’s downbeat. 

 Again, Walton’s solo is very conveniently positioned to fulfill the tempting comic narrative 

without relying on the mere return of the head. Its unabashedly funky-jazz aesthetic is deeply 

rooted in groove, but Walton has his own virtuosic set of bop licks in this solo. In Hegelian terms, 

we can see Walton’s solo as completing a dialectic on the blues topic: the head presents the blues 
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as revolution (abstract—a starting viewpoint), Shorter shows its oppressive side (negative–the 

abstract’s contradiction), and Walton shows us the failure in both of these positions (concrete—

the “truth” that the two positions fail to grasp).207 Some of Walton’s most virtuosic lines conform 

to the blues topic (measure 13) and he creates a great degree of drama with the blues topical field. 

The integration of mainstream rhythm ‘n’ blues clichés in hard-bop may have been a hindrance to 

players that emerged as progressive anti-stylists, but this integration was—in its inception—an 

experimental endeavor. If one views Walton’s solo as simply an ultimate affirmation of the head’s 

proposed narrative, the continuation of the correlative logic becomes untenable. The long-term 

achievements of hard bop do not simply lie in its elevation of roots musics, but in the mere 

openness to engage with a broader audience. It is the acknowledgement that the opposition 

between elitist and popular art is a false binary—that one music can be both. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: 

Cedar Walton’s Solo (Piano) from “One by One” 

Ugetsu: Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at Birdland (1963) 

                                                
207 The terms thesis, antithesis, and synthesis are often used to refer to the translation of Hegel’s terms, but I 

found these terms (which were not used by Hegel) to be misleading. See Theodor Adorno, Negative Dialectics, 

translated by E.B. Ashton (New York: Bloomsbury, 1981). 
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Figure 4.7 (continued) 
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Table 4.5: 

Processual Outline of Cedar Walton’s Solo 

 

A1 and A2 

(mm. 1–16) 

§ Deterritorialization (mm. 9–13) and reterritorialization (m. 

14) of the blues topic. 

§ Deterritorialization of the pacing schema “2+2+4.” 

§ Smoothing of space with stream-of-consciousness gestures 

(mm. 9–13). 

B 
(mm. 17–24) 

§ Deterritorialization of blues topic (mm. 21–24) 

A3 

(mm. 25–32) 

§ Reterritorialization of blues topic (mm. 25). 

§ Deterritorialization of the meter (quarter-note triplets 

initiated on beats 2 and 4, mm. 28–31) 

 

4.4: Hermeneutic Conclusions 

 The refrain that results from the establishment of the blues topic, the encircling of it by 

brief relative deterritorialization (or deterritorialization that is immediately followed by 

reterritorialization), and the drawing of lines of flight into smooth space is more compatible with 

my experience as both a jazz listener and jazz performer. By viewing the text as an ongoing 

process, one concludes that the head-out is not a completion of a process but the opposite—an 

admission of its incompleteness. Above all, the speculative Alménian reading discussed in earlier 

paragraphs negates this ontological position toward the recorded modern jazz text. It is this 

negation that suggests fetishism; the rhetorical equating of the head-out in a bop performance and 

the Classical recapitulation is needed to achieve a reading of social progress in the music. As critic 

and analyst, it is not my place to suggest whether or not the musicians of the hard-bop movement 

saw it as a token of civil progress, but the blind assumption that such a notion should or should not 

be applied to a musical hermeneutic must be questioned. This is not unlike what Lacan and Žižek 

say about the jealous husband—even if his wife is indeed having an affair, he is still paranoid.208 

                                                
208 Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology (London: Verso, 1989), 49. 
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The same logic applies here: it does not matter if the comic narrative does indeed align with the 

spirit of hard bop’s retrospective narrative and the victories of the Black Civil Rights Movement; 

the problem is that it assumes that a pluralistic reading is not necessary in a music which is 

inherently pluralistic.  

For purely dialectical reasons (i.e., the negation of my largely post-structural approach), I 

have included a totalized Schenkerian middleground reduction of “One by One”: the head melody 

and structural bass line occupy the outer staves and the four solos appear in the inner staves (Figure 

4.8). Despite the negation of the Schenkerian prioritization of harmonic and contrapuntal closure, 

the notion of motivic parallelism may still be useful in illustrating the continuous development of 

topic-associated motives. The bracketed structural motive of scale-degrees 3–5–4–3 coincides 

with much of the players’ articulations of the blues topic, whether newly invented material or 

quotations of the head melody. By definition, a reductionist sketch fails to capture the topical 

material that is the focus of my hermeneutics. However, the hermeneutic enterprise itself 

presupposes the notion that the passive digestion of texts is in some way insufficient. Particularly 

in Wayne Shorter’s solo, this sketch expresses the less-than-obvious connections between 

Shorter’s solo and the blues topic. Despite the lack of emphasis on the blues topic in Shorter’s 

solo, the 3–5–4–3 motive is similarly nested in it. While this analysis is itself largely a negation of 

structuralist attitudes, the most progressive attitude would be to understand that anti-structuralism 

accomplishes nothing: future work needs to unpack the misguided desires of both structuralism 

and anti-structuralism. Hence, this Schenkerian reading is merely an expression of this necessity; 

this contradiction must be better understood for a truly postmodern music theory to be possible.  

The bulk of my analysis could have been conveyed through timings on the recording and 

without transcription; this is tempting considering the values that were instilled in me by my own 
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jazz piano teacher (that being that even lengthy transcription projects should never involve 

notation—just listening, replicating, and memorizing). Though the case will continue to be made 

that traditional transcription is an indispensable component of jazz analysis, this position is 

maintained to continue answering a dead-end question, “What can analytical technique x tell us 

about musical text y?”. The most canonic techniques in the field rely on diastematic notation, and 

if we are purely concerned with excavating more wisdom from jazz texts using such techniques, 

then transcription cannot be avoided. The more interesting question—one that I believe traditional 

analytical techniques can still help us answer—is “What does our application of analytical 

technique x tell us about our musical values as an academic culture?” This issue—I believe—stems 

from an inclination toward debate rather than dialectic in the field of music theory. All too often, 

we argue for one particular perspective without tending to the negation of negation (i.e., the 

rejection of the ideologies that contribute to a methodological contradiction) that is the crux of the 

dialectic’s continued application in Žižek’s cultural criticisms. 

As music analysts, we must confront the things that incline us toward particular analytical 

methodologies and perspectives. Without producing empirical data (which the vast majority of 

music analysis does not do), a musical analysis alone cannot validate a theory. While new theories 

may continue to be introduced, many questions remain to be asked of the most canonic music 

theories—particularly regarding the ideologies implicit in these theories’ continued propagation. 

An element of self-critique seems lacking and my point here is perhaps best articulated in the 

preface to the most recent edition of Žižek’s The Sublime Object of Ideology: 

This cannot but appear, perhaps, as the worst possible move to have made: trying 

to save psychoanalysis, a discredited theory (and practice), by reference to an even 

more discredited theory, the worst kind of speculative philosophy rendered 

irrelevant by the progress of modern science.  
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Figure 4.8: 

“One by One” – Complete Middleground Sketch
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However, as Lacan has taught us, when we are confronted with an apparently clear 

choice, sometimes the thing to do is to choose the worst option. Thus my wager 

was (and is) that, through their interaction (reading Hegel through Lacan and vice 

versa), psychoanalysis and Hegelian dialectics may simultaneously redeem 

themselves, shedding their old skins and emerging in a new unexpected shape.209 

We cannot be comfortable in our theoretical orientation toward music without first negating our 

own feelings toward one particular side of a theoretical question: the intuitions that lead one to an 

oppositional stance are likely the product of a complacent ideology. The implicit scholarly utopia 

of this perspective is one of infinite eclecticism, which itself carries a new set of problems. 

However, this eclecticism is already a reality for our everyday cultural life as well as the field of 

music theory: the choice lies in whether to accept this reality or to deny it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
209 Žižek, The Sublime Object, viii. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

 

SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE SCHOLARSHIP 

 

 

5.1: Summary of the Dissertation 

 In this dissertation, I have attempted to synthesize many seemingly disparate strands of 

musical thought. By bringing the sounds of hard bop deeper into the analytical discourse on music 

and meaning, this study demonstrates the broader potential of musical hermeneutic tools that are 

generally reserved for texts from within the traditions of Western Art Music. Particularly in the 

field of topic theory, I have strived to further legitimate the topical analysis of jazz as a much-

needed supplement to the musical texts that have shaped the semiotic foundations of topic theory. 

The esthesic (culturally influenced listening) dimension of the musical topic—I argue—offers 

more to the cultural critic than does the historic focus that Monelle and others have advocated. By 

invoking Kramer’s notion of narrativity, the social theories of Deleuze and Guattari, and the 

eclectic psychoanalytic writings of Slavoj Žižek in combination with topical analysis, the 

boundaries between score analysis, semiotics, and cultural criticism may be appropriately 

deconstructed. Such a deconstructive approach strives towards a discourse that supports African-

American philosopher Cornel West’s assertion that “philosophy must go to school not only with 

the poets; philosophy needs to go to school with the musicians.”210  

5.1.1: Chapter One 

 The existing scholarship on jazz that is text-focused (rather than historically or 

ethnographically focused) has largely grafted the values of European tonal music onto jazz—

                                                
210 Cornel West, Examined Life, directed by Astra Taylor (New York: Zeitgeist Studios, 2010). 
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largely the notion of motivic unity. Approaches inclined toward this ideology appear first in the 

work of writers André Hodeir and Gunther Schuller; later, Steven Strunk, Steve Larson, and Henry 

Martin maintain a structuralist mindset in their Schenkerian and Neo-Schenkerian approaches. I 

argue that a voice-leading focused approach must account for the melodic-harmonic divorce that 

scholars such as David Temperley and Drew Nobile have theorized in the context of rock. 

However, this plays a rather trivial role in my analyses: my focus is on the cultural dimension to 

which the musical topic connects the text. Horace Maxile’s and Garrett Michaelsen’s approaches 

to jazz topics provide some insight into the recordings that culminate each text, but these earlier 

contributions miss the opportunity incorporate insights from the work of Raymond Monelle (and 

that of Danuta Mirka et al. in The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory, published after these 

articles). 

5.1.2: Chapter Two 

 In the methodological outline of Chapter Two, I posit a “global perspective” on topic theory 

that considers the musical topic as a musical universal and offers a provisional typology of topics 

for the music of the hard-bop era. Following Danuta Mirka, I define topics as icons (signs that 

signify through similarity) of musical styles, which then index social contexts and functions. The 

cultural practices indexed by musical styles empower topics as expressive symbols (e.g., the blues 

topic as a symbol of personal concerns and struggles, the gospel topic as a symbol of community, 

worship, protest). Styles in which basic syntactic features are easily generalized (as in Classic-era 

tonality) are perhaps the least problematic contexts for the inference of crisp topics, because the 

markedness (deviation from a default) of a topic’s components is readily justifiable. Viewing 

topics as the basic textual component, the analysis of “One by One” in Chapter Three invokes 

Lawrence Kramer’s notion of “narrativity”—the teleological motivator of a text—in unpacking 
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the failure of innovation ideology in improvisation. The elements of the text are 

anthropomorphized with concepts from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus. 

5.1.3: Chapter Three 

 Measured against the basic syntactic defaults of bebop, my provisional typology of topics 

for hard bop is divided into the categories of vernacular topics (e.g., blues, gospel), nostalgic topics 

(e.g., “Dixieland”), and exotic topics (e.g., mambo, bossa nova). In the typology of topics that I 

posit for hard bop in Chapter Three, I prioritize symbolic content. For this reason, the sounds of 

rhythm ‘n’ blues and soul music that contribute to the hard-bop aesthetic are not construed as 

topics here: I view them simply as extensions of the vernacular topics—blues and gospel.  

5.1.4: Chapter Four 

 Chapter Four is a reading of Wayne Shorter’s tune “One by One” as recorded by the Jazz 

Messengers on the 1963 live album Ugetsu. My goal in this analysis is to examine the temptations 

that certain topical gestures elicit in the head, particularly that of a comic narrative archetype 

(Almén) that affirms the positive transgression of the Black Civil Rights Movement. I 

problematize the fixed notion of a totalized text and opt instead for a narrativity (Kramer) of 

striving for smoothness (Deleuze and Guattari) but conceding to stylization. This maintains the 

fluidity of meaning necessary to conduct an immanent analysis that is both culturally conscious 

and non-formalistic. By viewing the work’s narrativity as arising from the Deleuzian and 

Guattarian “refrain,” the necessity for isomorphism between a totalized abstraction of the work 

and a metaphorical substitution (i.e., a story) suggested by the Alménian approach is negated: the 

“in-progress” nature of improvised music is the value that is ultimately prioritized. 
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5.1.5: Further Remarks 

 Though the musical subject for this dissertation is hard bop, “interpreting” is the subject of 

the title. I have expressed theoretical and hermeneutic points through hard bop, but this is not an 

exercise in asserting what the music “is,” “does,” or “says.” Aside from the ethical issues of 

intentional fallacy that would arise from suggesting that my arguments have anything to do with 

the artists’ poietic processes, this looks to a vision of music theory in which hermeneutics moves 

toward critical theory rather than functioning as a supplement for score analysis.211 

 The remainder of this chapter discusses future work based on the dissertation. I will first 

discuss the expansion of topic theory and suggest other musical genres in which it may prove 

hermeneutically relevant; then, I preview a reading of Charles Mingus’s “Haitian Fight Song” that 

is more of an exercise in cultural criticism rather than a score analysis. This indirectly responds to 

Rumph’s fears that topical analysis is an exercise in labeling. In the context of score analysis, this 

is arguably the case. But if larger cultural questions are explored through topics and one does not 

prioritize transcriptions and structure, the intellectual depth of topical analysis is better realized. If 

topics are intended to be an analytical “answer,” they will always fail. The under-acknowledged 

success of topic theory—I argue—lies in its ability to provoke ideological questions through 

musical interpretation. 

5.2: Expanding Topic Theory 

 In addition to hard bop, topical inquiry would likely be a worthwhile pursuit in “third-

stream” jazz (such as the work by the Modern Jazz Quartet)—one of the earlier attempts to bring 

the sounds of the concert hall together with jazz. In this music, the analyst can actually engage 

                                                
211 See Scott Burnham, “Music Theorists and ‘The Music Itself,’” Music Theory Online 2/2 (1996). 
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with the Classic-era topics as well, but in a transformed context. Additionally, jazz-rock fusion by 

groups such as the Mahavishnu Orchestra, electric jazz a la Miles Davis’s 1969 album Bitches 

Brew, and free jazz by artists such as Ornette Coleman all have the potential to be enriched by an 

account of their topical content. 

 Outside of jazz, there is quite a lot of repertory that remains unexplored as vehicles for 

musical topics, but this is also likely attributed to styles being disjunct from the eighteenth-century 

topics posited by Ratner. Composers such as Alfred Schnittke, Luciano Berio, Kaija Saariaho, 

György Kurtag, George Rochberg, and Libby Larsen work to varying degrees with musical 

polystylism, a feature that may be better elucidated if explored in terms of topical signification. In 

the popular (and crossover) musical spheres, artists like Frank Zappa and Ween frequently employ 

caricatures of particular musical styles and even individual artists. This is often done through 

imitation rather than quotation, which suggests that such caricatures are topical rather than 

parodies of particular songs (as in the music of “Weird” Al and other parody artists).  

 The problem that is still faced by scholars who wish to expand the body of repertories 

represented in topic theory is the issue of markedness. Fortunately, in the music of European 

common-practice, notions of marked vs. unmarked features are well established and have appeared 

in scholarly discourse for quite some time. Similarly, the structural defaults of bebop are rather 

easy to discern (despite the likely resistance to this idea by jazz musicians), but for much of the 

music mentioned in the previous paragraph, it is quite difficult to discern a “native” unmarked 

musical style. In this dissertation, I have been unwilling to relinquish the necessity of markedness 

in defining topical features, but perhaps this is an unnecessary caution. When we listen to Frank 

Zappa’s “Valley Girl,” for instance, we certainly understand the musical reference despite the fact 
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that determining stylistic defaults for such eclectic music is difficult to do. This question in 

particular is one that I would like to explore further in later scholarship on topic theory.   

5.3: A Cultural Critique of Charles Mingus’s “Haitian Fight Song” (1957) 

 My hermeneutic points regarding Charles Mingus’s “Haitian Fight Song” (from the 1957 

album The Clown) are quite simple and draw directly from a lecture by Slovenian philosopher and 

psychoanalyst Slavoj Žižek: 

Let’s think about, well, one of the great achievements of Western Civilization—a 

movie like The Sound of Music. Officially, as we all know, it’s a story about small, 

anti-fascist, democratic Austrians…fighting, resisting the Nazi occupation of 

Austria in ’38. But…look at the movie really closely. Look at its texture, and you 

will discover a quite different reality.212 

 

Žižek suggests that two realities are depicted—one at the level of narrative and the other at the 

level of “virtual texture.” By “virtual texture,” Žižek is referring to the ornamental elements of the 

film—elements such as the characters’ dress and even their ideologies that are inconsequential for 

the film’s macro-narrative. 

If you look at how Austrians are depicted in the movie, you will discover…that 

they are precisely depicted as…beautiful, provincial fascists. Their idiocy is 

emphasized, those local folkloric dresses, and so on. They are presented directly as 

anti-intellectual…Now look at how the occupying, invading Nazis are presented. 

They are not mostly soldiers but managers, bureaucrats—exquisitely dressed with 

short mustaches, smoking expensive cigarettes…almost a caricature of 

cosmopolitan, decadent, corrupted Jew. […] While officially agreeing with our 

democratic ideology, [The Sound of Music] at the same time addresses our secret 

fascist dreams.213 

Topics, I argue, function in music similarly to what Žižek refers to as virtual texture in film. Style 

imitation and parody (topics) may be inferred by audiences, whether or not the artist constructed 

their “virtual texture” with such cultural implications in mind. 

                                                
212 Slavoj Žižek, The Reality of the Virtual, directed by Ben Wright (London, 2005). 
213 Ibid. 
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 Charles Mingus’s “Haitian Fight Song” is rich with potential for hermeneutic contradiction 

via musical topics. The head features the blues topic (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) and the 

military topic with twentieth-century updates like icons of machine-gun fire (Figure 5.2). The 

transformation of the topics’ contexts supports a heroic meaning that was supposedly espoused by 

Mingus, but the same cultural symbols also point to Haiti’s fall into an oppressive dictatorship in 

the 1950s. This contradiction is best interpreted through dialectic. 

 
 

Figure 5.1: 

Mingus’s Bass Line from the Head to “Haitian Fight Song” (0:57–1:10) 

The Clown (1957) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: 

Tenor Sax Melody from the Head to “Haitian Fight Song” (1:30–1:42) 

The Clown (1957) 
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5.3.1: The Haitian Slave Revolts and Meaning One 

In Nat Hentoff’s liner notes to the original LP, he quotes Mingus referring to his bass solo 

on the track: 

My solo in it is a deeply concentrated one. I can’t play it right unless I’m thinking 

about prejudice and hate and persecution, and how unfair it is. There’s sadness and 

cries in it, but also determination. And it usually ends with my feeling: “I told them! 

I hope somebody heard me.”214 

 

According to Gene Santoro, Mingus “got stuck on one spiritual, humming it, singing it…and went 

to the piano. It became ‘Haitian Fight Song,’ a tribute to the island’s slave revolt of 1801.”215 

Though I am uninterested in Mingus’s intentions, this provides the first layer of meaning that 

contextualizes the two topics. Based on Mingus’s comments, the comingling of blues and military 

topics really does suggest that of an “Afro-American Fight Song” (one of the tune’s alternative 

titles). The quite specific theme of Haitian slave revolts suggested by Santoro makes the cultural 

themes of blues and military even more real. In this sense, the “troping” of blues and military 

topics gives rise to an emergent meaning of the struggle for African freedom.  

5.3.2: Papa Doc and Meaning Two 

 In 1957, the year of The Clown’s release, a former Haitian Minister of Health named 

Duvalier (nicknamed “Papa Doc”) declared himself dictator—leading one of the most repressive 

regimes in recent history.216 Ironically, Papa Doc used the very same Haitian “Vodou” that was a 

unifying force in the rebellions of the Haitian revolution (Mingus’s supposedly intended theme) to 

instill fear and strengthen his power over the Haitian people. If one considers this reality, then the 

                                                
214 Nat Hentoff, liner notes to The Clown. 
215 Maurice Jackson, “No Man Could Hinder Him,” in African Americans and the Haitian Revolution: 

Selected Essays and Historical Documents, ed. Maurice Jackson and Jacqueline Bacon (New York: Routledge, 

2010), 156. 
216 Bernard Diederich and Al Burt, Papa Doc: The Truth about Haiti Today (New York: McGraw-Hill, 

1969), 104–5. 
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comingling of blues and military topics suggest quite a different meaning. The noble aspects of 

the track’s militarism are thus overshadowed by associations of state-imposed order, which uses 

the military as an agent of tyranny. 

Some gestural aspects of the recording support this reading as well. The tune’s main groove 

is at a moderate tempo, but double-time is used in parts of the solos. The third to last chorus of the 

trombone solo (immediately following the head) switches to double-time, which to those who 

grew-up with V.C.R. might identify as iconic of “fast-forward.” The double time concludes with 

the onset of the second-to-last chorus of the solo, where detached, homophonic backgrounds and 

a march feel are introduced. While reflecting on Papa Doc’s atrocities, I hear this passage as 

mediating the two meanings. In one respect, the canonic layering and accumulative texture of the 

head suggests building of a movement (such as the Haitian slave revolt or the Black Civil Rights 

Movement), fast-forward to a dirge-like march seems to overwrite the optimism of the ostensibly 

primary message. As Deleuze and Guattari tell us, the “war machine” operates outside of the state 

but is inevitably captured by it to carry out its agenda: that is to say, Vodou facilitated the bonds 

that freed Haitians but it too became a tool of an oppressive state, which is symbolized in the 

reduction of the canonic head of blues and military topics to the amalgam of march topic and blues 

form (see Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). 

5.3.3: Further Remarks 

 In this abstract of a future article, I have emphasized the main structure of my hermeneutic 

points. However, this project will require further research into Haitian culture, particularly the 

practice of Vodou and the misconceptions surrounding it. I have provided this overview to show 

further directions that musical topics have outside of music theory, which is why my complete 

study of Mingus’s “Haitian Fight Song” does not appear in this (music theory) dissertation.  
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Figure 5.3: 

Backgrounds to Trombone Solo on “Haitian Fight Song” (3:03–3:23) 

The Clown (1957) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4: 

Topical Transformation in “Haitian Fight Song” 

The Clown (1957) 

 

5.4: Concluding Remarks 

 As I mentioned at the beginning of this brief summary, this dissertation intersects with a 

vast body of scholarship. It is intended to propagate the values of pluralism to music theory and 

analysis, whose viability has long relied on drawing from disciplines outside of music. While it 
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may seem odd that a single work of musical analysis may engage with concepts from semiotics, 

philosophy, linguistics, literary theory (and perhaps some political theory from A Thousand 

Plateaus and cultural criticism from Žižek), we constantly rely on seemingly ad-hoc assemblages 

of disparate metaphors just to express our most basic reactions to musical experiences. I hope 

that—like my reading of the Jazz Messengers recording—this dissertation has mediated the poles 

of stylization and invention. While I do not by any means think that this dissertation seeks to 

reinvent the wheel of musical hermeneutics, I have taken some risks. By inflating the amount of 

conceptual baggage in the way that I have, there is a chance that my intended message is lost. 

However, my inclinations toward pluralism could not have been expressed any other way. 

Sometimes, the necessity of pluralism lies in its ability to destabilize our preconceived notions 

about music, meaning, and the nature of artistic interpretation: the lack of a definitive answer is 

moot. 
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